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NO. 1

W ITH NEW PRESIDENT AND 104 NEW STUDENTS AN
ERA OF PROSPERITY OPENS FOR THE UNIVERSITY
EMINENT EDUCATOR IS THE
VARSITY’S N E W EXECUTIVE
Who is the new president of the j
University of Montana?
What has he done and where does•
he come from ?
Is he the right man for the place?
These are the questions which the
People of Montana are asking each
other. It should be known that the
new president is Doctor Edwin Boone
Craighead, formerly head of Tulane
University, and one of the foremost
educators of the country. That he is
the right man for the presidency of
Montana's leading institution of higher
^earning may be unqualifiedly stated.
He comes to Montana highly recombiended by every educator of note
®nd prominence in the country— by
ex-President Northrup of the Univer
sity of Minnesota, by Dr. Eliot, former
Ptesident of Harvard; President Denny
° f Alabama, and scores of others.

GREETINGS ’16.
They say this marks the begin
ning of a new era for the Univer
sity of Montana. It does. With
entrance to the University and with
the succession of one of the na
tion’s foremost educators to the
presidency of the institution a great
stride forward is taken.
And more than you think, in you
lies the destiny of the new era—
you freshman just upon the thresh
old of your college career—in you
lies the complete destiny of the new
era.
If you leave your University at
the end of the college year full of
enthusiasm for her, if you glory in
the victories of your alma mater,
if you are game losers with her in
her defeats, if you are loyal to her
president and to her faculty, she
cannot help but prosper.
Montana has a great magnificent
future. Before you leave her halls
Four years from now her numbers
will be tripled, if you think Mon
tana, if you believe in Montana, if
you boost Montana with all your
heart. She needs your boosting;
she has a right to demand it, she
who is preparing you for the bat
tles of life.
And so we take you into the Mon
tana student body, knowing that
you are going to have the famous
Montana fighting spirit—the spirit
that wins in the face of utter de
feat—the spirit that makes game
losers and gentlemanly victors.
This is our University; we love
her; we fight for her; so, too, is
she your University; so too, must
you love her and fight for her.
Put her above all other things;
above your class, above your fra
ternity. She always has the first
claim upon your loyalty, your love,
your devotion and your service.
With the words of our first presi
dent may we greet you, ’16, and may
you never forget them, “ The Uni
versity of Montana; it must pros
per.”

FRESHMAN CLASS IS THE
LA R G EST E VE R ENROLLED

With the largest freshman class
known in the history of the instiiii! tion and with prospects of a registra
tion of at least 225 before anothej^
week is past Montana has the
The first meeting of the Haw
Every one is urged to be present
optimistic outlook she has had for
thorne Literary Society will come
it the first "singing on the steps,”
next Thursday evening. Professor |years. It became evident early in the
which will be held Tuesday even
Palmer and Professor Bateman be
morning of registration day that a rec
ing at 7:30.
ing the main speakers.
At this time a regular yell leader
ord-breaking crowd was pouring in to
Professor Palmer has proved him
will be chosen and prospective as
take advantage of the wonderful op
self an interesting speaker on sev
sistants given trials. All the Varsity
eral occasions, and Professor Bate
portunities offered by the University,
yells will be rehearsed in anticipa
man’s experiences while in China j All day Tuesday the people in the
tion of the opening of the football
should prove quite exciting.
The
season.
office were kept writing receipts for
regular election of officers will be
The plan is to start the “singing”
the new people who were anxious to
held before the program. All stu
promptly at 7:30 so that a full half
dents of the University who desire
pay their fees. All day the depart
hour may be given to the needed
to affiliate themselves with this or
ment professors were kept in their
rehearsing.
ganization are invited to be pres
offices advising freshmenjua courses
Krerhmen are requested to be
ent. The meeting will convene at
of study.
AVhen night C L i^ ^ smi. it,
7:30 and will last for one hour.
present.
was found that 170 hjt/ been re g i^
Hit Record.
tered on the first day and that all
W hat he has done may best be told i
In the words of President George H .1
[previous records had been broken, the
Denny of Alabama, who says; "When j
word of confirmation went out that
Doctor Craighead took hold of Tulane'
a new era had really begun. And
it was a scattered and clumsily ad- ]
when Wednesday again brought new
Ousted institution of many separate j
and awkwardly related parts. He
students and a bigger host of old ones
hammered the institution into a sin- |
to register, jubilance reigned in the
Sic unit, giving it a compact and ef
hearts of those who had predicted that
fective organization, standardized the
the year would see 250 registered fowl
courses of study in the various de
partments and placed it among the
With th^ rapid growth of the Law work in the University.
Freshmen engineers are much in evi
leading institutions of the country.
!
School
of
the
University
of
Montana,
dence on the University campus, due
104 New Students.
“He not only Increased its endow- to the large Increase in enrollment.
|came the imperative need of an addi•Pent and resources, but he elevated The class, is more than twice as large
\tion to the force of instructors. The
The official figures checked up to
its standards and brought to the in as that of last year, which is evi
j task of securing the proper man was
stitution prestige and power. His dence of the fact that the engineer
'b y no means.an easy one. After much Wednesday at 12 o'clock gave the to
" -ork has been a marvel in many ways ing courses of the University are pop
■untiring effort on the part of the au- tal registration as 208, 104 of whom
and I know that all the college presi ular throughout the state.
The at
! thorities, a man who is fully adapted to were new students. Since that time,
dents in the south have wondered at tendance at the shop courses has in
i the needs of the position of the third however, several others have regis
i-ite magnitude of his achievements at creased threefold. In order to accom
j active professor for the law faculty,
1'ulane. He is by odds the best col modate the large number of students
! was found. Dean Richards of the Law tered and it is proDaole that the
lege president in the southern states.” taking shop, it has been found neces
' School of the University of Wisconsin ficial figures at the present time will
show that nearly 215 regular students
This wonderful tribute was dupli sary to divide the shop classes into
1suggested to Dean Ballantine that
are enrolled. W ith several of the old
cated by many others, among them two sections.
I Charles Melvin N eff of the Colorado
students who it is known are intend
"eing James It. Patterson, president
Richter Now Dean.
I bar might be moved. Mr. Neff decid
ing to return not yet registered and
° f the University of Kentucky. Presi
The School of Engineering has had
ed to give up active practice and en
with many new ones yet to be heard
dent Patterson said: "H e has doubled a marked growth in recent years. The
ter the field of teaching in order to
from, the first of October will un
I devote more time to legal writing, and
doubtedly see 225 students enrolled.
at present is completing a work on
Largest Freshman Class.
I "Pleading, Trial and Appe’late Prac
Of the 104 new students some 95 are
tice.”
freshmen from Montana towns, which
I Mr. Neff was graduated from the shows that the people of the state
University of Rochester as a Ph. Bi in are beginning to realize that the Uni
1899, with high honors.
W hl'e
at versity belongs to them. About 55 of
Rochester Mr. Neff taught in private the new students are men, many of
and public evening schools, and was whom are enrolled in the department
The first official convocation of the j also instructor in mathematics in the of engineering. Dean Richter sends
University year, held in the assembly I Rochester Athenaeum and Mechanics’ the encouraging report that his fresh
hall last Wednesday, was character |Institute, a large technical school. In his man class in engineering is twice as
ised by a spontaneous enthusiasm that |senior year at Rochester he was lab large as the one of last year. Dean
augurs well for the future. The ap oratory assistant in mathematics, and Ballantine also reports a large number
pearance of the officers of the Asso succeeded in carrying off the second enrolled for pre-legal work as well as
ciated Students who accompanied the j Dewey prize for graduation orations, as a marked Increase in the number of
new president to the platform was i well as one of the -four faculty scholar regular law students.
made the signal for a round of ap ships which are granted by the law
The University this year has easily
plause, which was heartily approved I faculty of Columbia University to outstripped all the other Montana
by Doctor Craighead. Upon being in Igraduates who show especial fitness schools in the number of regular col
troduced to the faculty and student I and ability for the profession of law. lege students enrolled. Her freshman
body he expressed his sympathy with Ftor a year after graduation Mr. Neff class is the largest one ever known
student government, remarking tkat was head master of the Robert Hoe to enter a Montana collegiate institu
I “the best managed colleges are those ! apprentice school in New York city. tion.
Iin student control, the only fault to
The new era has really begun. It is
I be found is the tendency of students
225 this year, but 400 next year.
(Continued on Page 9.)
Ito be too exacting and severe.” His
|speech was short, but full of epigrams
]and genial humor, expressing a buoyant faith in Montana, her University
and its football team, that was elecI trie in its effect. His cordial greet
ing of the faculty, the under-graduates
The class of 1915, ever wide-awake of 1915 has taken a great deal of
j and a gallery full of freshmen was
i met with an impulsive shout of wel- and ready to start something new, pride in that "M ” and well they might.
have
already shown that they intend It represents something bigger than
] come.
to continue this policy by creating a their class and they realize this. It
His First Meeting.
new tradition. A t a recent class meet has been an advertisement for the
i This was President Craighead's first ing they decided to turn over the |University, the value of which can
formal meeting with the students and block “ M” on Mount Sentinel to the scarcely be measured. Until the pres
the new members of the faculty, but care and safe keeping of the fresh- j ent sophomore class erected their "M "
his quick appreciation of Montana's man class. A committee of three, j the University has had no permanent
! alms and needs, to his determination Lucius Forbes, Miss Bernice Selfridge <distinguishing mark. The class built
j to fight for a greater University, won and Miss Ruby Jacobson, were ap the "M " entirely upon their own Initia
i him a place with the students from pointed to meet in joint session with j tive.
j the first word of his address. He out- Baaha, Streit, Chug, Brown and Miss j It is the plan of the sophomores to
j lined the beginning of our campaign. Robinson of the freshman class to ar- establish a custom that will be fol
I He made clear that the employment of range a date and to prepare fitting lowed faithfully from year to year. It
will therefore be the duty of each suc
j high school teachers from other states ceremony for the occasion.
The sophomore class erected the the i ceeding freshman class to see that
j has the effect of drawing students
"M ' last spring at their own expense1there is an ' M " in good repair on the
and with their own labor. The c la ss, mountain side.
(Continued on Page 9.)
DR. E D W A R D B O O N E C R A IG H E A D .

SINGING ON STEPS
TUESDAY

MANY FRESHMEN TAKE

AT FIRST ASSEMBLY

>

H AW TH O RN E WILL
MEET SOON

LAW SCHOOL FACULTY
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ENGINEERING FACULTY
OF FIVE EXPERIENCED

EDUCATOR IS
VARSITY’S EXECUTIVE

Walk over
Shoes

Dean Richter, head of the Engineer- was with the engineering corps of the
(Continued from Page 1.)
ing Department, is a graduate of th e, Virginia Bridge apd Iron Company of
University of Wisconsin, taking th e' Roanoke, Va., and last year he was the resources and educational staff and
degree of B. M. E. Two years later assistant superintendent of the power buildings at Tulane.”
he took the master’s degree from the and mechanical department of the
Wonderful it is that all this mag
same institution. Dean Richter is also Consolidation Coal Company at Jenk- nificent work for Tulane was done
For evening wear, or for any
a graduate of Cornell University, with ins, Ky.
by Doctor Craighead in the short time
the degree of M. M. E. In his col
of eight years. In eight years he built
occasion where style and com
legiate work as professor, Mr. Richter
fH lL IP S. BIEGLER.
Tulane from a comparatively insig
was successively instructor in engi
Assistant Professor of Electrical
nificant institution to the greatest and
fort are essential.
neering, assistant professor of steam
Engineering.
most influential university in the
engineering, and professor of experi
south.
mental engineering at the University
Professor Biegler is a graduate of
That is, however, only part of what
of Wisconsin. In September, 1909, the University of Wisconsin, taking he has done. As the executive of
Dean Richter came to Montana to take the degree of B. S. in electrical engi- other colleges, as president of Clemcharge of the
School. of Engineering
Our new and “ distinctly different” WALK-OVER
,
,
. neering in 1904. He spent two years son College and the Missouri State
at this University, which position he L the operating and testing depart- Normal School, the State Agricul
line for fall represents the pick of the product of
now holds. Dean Richter is a man ments of the Chicago Edison Company, tural College of South Carolina, his
of wide practical experience, having |on eiectric design of the Fisk street work was almost equally phenomenal.
the WALK-OVER shoemakers, the recognized
spent five years in the employ of j station, which station is the pioneer
Indeed, the people of the state can
“ International Creators of Shoe Style.” (W ALK
i shops and manufacturing plants. While of the ,arge steam turbine stations of not know what an able and important
|at Wisconsin Dean Richter also had the country. The following three years man has taken the presidency of their
OVER Shoes are sold in 44 countries.) They can
a large consulting practice through Professor Biegler was instrutor and University. His coming to Montana
out the state. In this capacity he de- then assistant professor of electrical ln itself marks an epoch in the growth
be bought in Missoula only
Mgned electric, steam and gas power engineering at the University of Iowa. of the institution. In eight years he
from us. We invite you to call
Wants. He is often called upon to In 1909-10 he was assistant to the elec- doubled the resources of Tulane and
and investigate oia
old plants, witn
with trical engineer of the Washington
L *«st ana
and inspect the snappiest and
^5, view
Improving power Company at Sp0kane, Wash., elevated her to the highest position in
?ew to determining and improving
the south. What, then, can he not
-W fe (cost
cost of operation or decreasing and whUe there was ln actIve charge
up-to-date line of shoes that was
the waste of energy. As an expert of the electrical design of the Little be able to do with Montana where
the
are better, where there
ever shown in the city. Both
engineer, he was also called upon to Falls hydrostatic plant. The follow are conditions
regular appropriations, where the
act as expert witness and as judge ing year he was assistant professor
men’s and women’s. Men’s,
and arbitrator in determining impor Roanoke, Va.. and last year he was state supports the University? This
$3.50 to $6.00. Women’s, $3.50
tant cases. During the last year of tion Professor Biegler was employed state is fast filling up with settlers;
shei is growing rapidly. With the
his residence at Madison he was con by the Western Electric Company,
$5.00.
sulting engineer for the state board of Chicago Telephone Company and D. C. state must expand the University to
accommodate
the
people.
Its
growth
control.
Jackson.
of the . Professor Biegler is a member of. is Hassured.
. Dean Richter is a member
, ,,
JHJ
„ tU3 1
>v,t HI
It was
not
for H
theI JHHHH
Montana of HI
the
honorary scientific societies of Sigma the honorary scientific society of Tau present that Dr. Craighead left Tulane.,
Xi and Tau Beta Pi ; he is a so a Beta Pi. He is also a member of it was for the Montana of the fumember of the American Society of the Amerlcan institute of Electrical ture, for as he says, he expects this I
316 Higgins Avenue
? tA™eri^ n IEngineers and the Society for the Pro- university to becon^ in a few years!
Imotlon of Engineering Education.
j as great as the big institutions of the
Promotion of Engineering Education.
Imiddle west are at the present time. I
Dean T^ijhier is one of those men
WILLIAM R. PLEW.
His Life.
who believe' in thorpugh co-operation
Doctor Craighead was born at Ham’s
Assistant Professor of Civil
and sympathy-between instructor and
Prairie,
Mo.,
March
3, 1861. His early
Engineering.
student Hence,\ he has adopted the
schooling was gotten in the public
policy of entertaining numbers of the
too, the stu- , schools
of the state of Missouri.
He I
engineers at dinner at his home, and: In civil engineering,
— —
.
.
he always is willing to throw open Idents ot the engineering college re-1 spent his under-graduate days a t ,
his hbuse on Maurice avenue to any ceive instruction from a professor who |Westminster College and Central ColLumber Department, Bonner, Montana
sociali affair the engineers may wish is exceptionally well fitted to instruct, e^e'
en ra
o ege e rece ve
to give. As a result he has kept in both from the standpoint of college Ws baccalaureate degree and his masManufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
constant touch with the spirit and j training and that of practical expert-| ter s degree. In 1884 and 1886 he was |
feelings of his student body; and they, «nce. William R. Plew, M. S„
in
civil
|
a post-graduate student
at Vander,
Larch
and Fir
Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
on the other hand, have had the ad- Iengineering, is a graduate of the Rose b m - 189 < and 1888 were spent in
- vantage of personal contact with the I Polytechnic Institute, from which in spec a WQI a
e
n ' ers es 0
and box shooks.
head of their department, which stu- l 907- he obtained his bachelor’s degree, Eejpsig and Paris and the Univerdents in larger universities seldom en- and in 1910, his M. S. degree. From |sities of Italyscholastic career
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.
joy. Dean Richter is exceptionally 1907 t0 191° he was instructor in
civil
was unusually brilliant.He won the
popular among the engineering stu- engineering in the school, and he was honor of representing his college in
---- *----------i*-. I debate and in oratory. Essay prizes
°
->— —
dents,
all of whom
are ° truly loyal
to I] also^
assistant city engineer
of ii..
the city
their college and their Alma Mater. of Terre Haute, Ind., and in 1909, de- and Prizes for scholastic standing also
signing engineer for the Paris Bridge
t0 him.
Company of Paris, 111. Professor Plew
Whole Life in Education,
GEORGE H. CUNNINGHAM.
is a member of the American Society
Upon his return from the foreign
Mechanical Engineering.
universities
he immediately entered
of Civil Engineers.
the field of education. For three years
In-Professor George H. Cunningham,
|he was professor of Greek at Wofford
G. A. GROSS.
B. S., M. E., instructor in mechanical
ICollege, North Carolina. Leaving there
Instructor in Engineering Shops.
engineering, the students have a man
he was successively president of the
$1.25
Rings, Sterling ........
who combines with the best of college
~
T
..
..
South Carolina Agricultural College,
$1.00
training, the best of practical
Rings, Sterling ........
TT u experi- 1t. A® instructor in shop practice the central College, and the Missouri State
ence in engineering. He obtained his Engineering College has a practical N
, Col]
ol
t Tulane ln
...50c
Pins, Sterling ...........
degree of bachelor of sciences at the |man who knows machinery in all its 1904
s ’ e
e
...50c
Fobs, Sterling’ ...........
Virginia Polytechnic Institute in 1906, details. G. A. Gross is the man. He
"
$1.00
and his M. E. degree at Cornell in I finished Lake Mills High School in
President Craighead is a fellow of
Stick Pins, Sterling..
1908. During the year 1906-07 he was 1900, and from 1904 to 1908 was as- tbe American Scientific Association; a
instructor in graphics at the Virginia |sistant foreman for the Fargo Cream- |^ art®r
Best line ever shown in the city. See our window.
Polytechnic Institute, and after re ery Supply Company. During the |Nation; a :member of the board of the
ceiving the degree of M. E. at Cor three years following, he was mechan- Hibbert Journal, which is published
nell, he took a position in the engi ician at the College of Engineering of |under the educational supervision of
neering department of the Tennessee the University of Wisconsin, which Professor Jacks of Oxford and the
Coal, Iron & Railway Company at position he left to accept the position foremost literary and scientific men
Ensley, Ala., where he was engaged of instructor in shop practice in the f* England. He is also a member of
RESTLESS AND SLEEPLESS JEWELER
on stock mill and blast furnace con College of Engineering in the Univer- *be southern order of the Kappa Alpha
fraternity.
struction. In the following year he sity of Montana.
229 Higgins Avenue
President Craighead is a man with
a big personality, the kind of a man
j who knows the heart of the college
student; the kind of a man who takes
Bring Y o u r Friends For —
with the people of a state like Mon
tana—an aggressive man. He comes
t Art Work, Poster*, Pictures, Frames.
to Montana with the greatest enthus
iasm for the new work. Certainly he
has faith in the future of Montana
Ior he would not have left the presi
Glasswork of All Kindt.’.
dency of an institution of 2500 stu
’ <*
w v 5“312 N. Higgins Ave./
dents to take the presidency of one
with about 250 students. His splen
did faith in the University was well
illustrated in his speech before the
lower classes concerning the regulated
conflict between the two classes.*I
“Gentlemen,” he said, addressing the
sophomores, "My heart Is with you.
I hope you win in the contest. But 1
The Largest and Best Place in T o w n
am afraid you will not. The fresh
men are too many for you. But you
may find some consolation if you are
defeated. Great as has been the in
Special Attention Given to Sheet Music
crease of new students this year, I
guarantee to you that if you are de
Popular Music 15c per Copy
feated this year, next year I will bring
in a class of freshmen big enough and
strong enough to wipe this present
223 Higgins Avenue
Missoula, Montana
freshmen class off the earth. That
is your consolation."
This is the new president, a great
broad man, ready to get down with
the students, ready to fight and work
with them for a bigger and a better
University.
MASONIC TEMPLE
fjk
F. H. KNISLEY, Proprietor
“Who has not learned to obey will
CIGARS, TOBACCOS, BILLIARDS .AND
P0CKiB1SftlLLIAnD3.
,v
.. JmtV ■
never command anything above a peaLowney’s Chocolates.
" Pips HdUpHal In Connection
nut wagon.”—Butte Inter-Mountain.

Fall and W in te r F ootw ea r Fashions

Walk-Over Shoe Store

A n a con d a C op p er M ining C o.

U of M Seal Rings and Pins

George L. Flaherty

Ice Cream, Candy, S od a and
Fountain Drinks to

SIMONS^PAIbJT COMPANY

THE NONPAREIL CONFECTIONERY

Hoy LDickinson Piano
Company

THE SMOKE HOUSE

J
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EXTENSION WORK HAS
H N I L L RECEIVED
Department of Engineering Will Con

Three Regular Students Aid in Mis

tinue the Good
Year.

soula Pavement Work—Brick Tested
in University Laboratories.

Work

Begun Last

A groat deal of interest is shown
It Is the Intention of those In charge i
at the opening of this college year
of and connected with the School o r !
Engineering to make its work as use- j
concerning the engineering extension
fut as possible to the people of the
work, which has been carried on in
state of Montana. Not only should!
several of the larger cities of Mon
the students receive the best possible (
tana- It Is reported that very large
training along engineering lines, b u t,
the equipment located in the labora- '
and very enthusiastic classes await the
torles should, as far as possible, be j
' beginning of the work this fall.
made to serve the people of the whole
The officials and employes of the
state.
Northern Pacific Railway have freely
About a year ago Mr. Gross, the,
expressed their opinion as to the ef
shop Instructor, constructed a rattler |
ficiency of this extension work.51'
In the University shops. This ma
Howard Elliot, president of the
chine Is of standard make and is used |
Northern Pacific Railway, says:
for testing paving brick and other road j
"I have been much Interested In the
material. The machine is primarily In- j
movement ever since it was started
tended for the Instruction of students;
here in Missoula, and I have been
It Is, however, also very useful as a
means of serving the municipalities of I
pleased to "know, more recently, that it
|has -been taken up among the men at
the state. The city of Missoula Is now
hnproving a large number of the city
j Livingston.
It is excellent work and
the plan to interest the shopmen is
streets. The most important piece of
A VIEW IN THE ELECTRICAL LABORATORY.
work, now nearing completion, is the
|commendable. We have heard nothing,
paving of Higgins avenue from the
but the pleasantest, reports from the
Northern Pacific depot to the bridge.
work, and it is one of the good bits
c o lle g e .? regularly at football, “Bob”
All of the street work is under the
of
news of the year.”
was a star halfback. It was as a
supervision of Mr. Fred Buck, city
sprinter, however, that "Bob”, made his
And Mr. Nichols.
engineer, a graduate of the School of
■best showing. Nothing in Montana
'‘There is only one line of talk that
Engineering of the University of Mon- !
was ever able to touch him on the cin
can be made on this subject and that
tana. Among other men Mr. Buck has. j
ders. He ho'ds the Montana record in
Is in favor of it. The people in charge
under him is Mr. Fred Whisler, one I
the 100 and 220-yard dashes, as well
Iof the University work are certainly.
of the Juniors In the department of
as the 220-yard low hurdles. He ran
Ito be thanked for the interest which
Civil Engineering, and Messrs. Royal |
second to Dan Kelly when that sprint
they have taken and the time they
Sloan and Cecil Dobson, seniors in the I
er set his mark of 9:3 at Spokane sev Lawyers, Engineers and Liberal Arts have put in, not only in getting the
department of Electrical Engineering. Athletic Director Diet This Morning
eral years ago. His consistent per-1
Mr. Buck states that he is highly
Represented by Work—R. Justin men Interested but In teaching them
at St. Patrick's Hospital—Was Con formances on the paths attracted the
after they once got the work started.
pleased with the work done by these |
attention
of
the
athletic
authorities
of
Miller Has Charge.
sistent
Coach.
Any one who wants to be convinced
three men during the summer.
Yale University and Bob was induced
as to the good that can be accom
In order to enable Mr. Buck to de
to
attend
that
institution
where
he
plished can easily be convinced by
termine whether the quality of the
continued
his
stellar.work
on
the
track.
The University exhibit at the Mon making a visit to the clubrooms for
brick as furnished was In accordance! Robert Hart Cary, for three years
with the specification and contract, I t 1athletic director at the University, He graduated from' Yale in 1908 with tana state fair will be In new quar that purpose in Livingston,” says C.
ters this fall. The new stand, erected ' L. Nichols, general superintendent of
was necessary to test a properly se-1 died this morning at 5 o’clock in the the degree of Ph. B.
this summer, is divided into three sec Ithe Northern Pacific Railway.
lected sample, taken from each cat ; St. Patrick’s hospital. “ Bob” has run
Comes to Montana.
tions.
The central portion will be oc
delivered to the city. Arrangements his last race and he ran It game—
What Mr. Draper Says.
Induced to come to Montana as ath cupied by the College of Liberal Arts.
were made with the University to I fighting to the end.
S. H. Draper, master mechanic
letic director to succeed James Wood- To the right of this central division
have the proper tests made at the i Several days ago “Bob” went to the!
mansee Rhoades, he had achieved here will be the engineers' display, and to ! Rocky Mountain division of the North
University, and Mr. Whisler was j hospital suffering with bronchitis. The 1
ern Pacific Railway, said as follows:
a remarkab’e record. All his football
chosen to do this work.
attending physician, Dr. Shea, cured j teams succeeded in winning the cham the left, the exhibit of the Law School.
"The work which has been started
In order to make the test, a num- j him of this disease only to find that j
The Law Exhibit.
gl ves promise of great future develop
her of brick were taken from each j an organic ailment had taken a strong i pionship of the state and a‘ l but one
In the Law School exhibit will be ment and if properly supported by the
car. This sample was weighed and j hold and was fast making Its ravages j of his track teams the same record.
pamphlets and cards explaining the ! people, it will, undoubtedly, soon rival
with a specified number of standard j upon the system of the patient. Tues
aims
and motives of this department. Ithe great extension work of other state
cast Iron shot was placed in a cylin- I day afternoon, in disobedience of the I
In the liberal arts division will be ex universities, and it is the duty of ev
drlcal drum or abrasion syllnder. This doctor's orders, Coach Cary left the!
hibits from the many courses com ery citizen of the state to come out
cylinder was then revolved for one hospital to direct the practice of the I
ing under this head. Text-books and j loyally and support the state’s greathour at the uniform rate of thirty 1football squad in the absence of regu- I
samples of work from all will be on Iest educational institution, the Uni
revolutions per minute.
In accord
lar coach Lieutenant Philoon.
display. Three departments will be un versity of Montana, which. In its sevance with the specifications this brick
der the supervision of R. Justin Miller, Ieral departments, is ready to so efNo Hope,
must not lose more than twenty per
Ificiently meet the wants and needs of
a senior law student.
cent in weight during this test. After ’ Wednesday morning he returned to
the people of this great state. The
making this abrasion test, the brick!i the hospital. From that time it beEngineers’ Exhibit.
great benefits to the engineering in
|came apparent that Cary had little
was subjected to an absorption test |
The
engineering
exhibit
will
be
su
terests
of the Northern Pacific and the
by immersing them in water for ! hope of winning .in his last race. He
pervised by Professors Biegler and Ielectrical employes, and the people of
twenty-four hours.
The increase in i grew steadily worse and yesterday aftPlew. These men are going to strive the state in general, is immeasurable
weight due to the absorption of w a -:1ernoon lapsed into a state of coma. |
to make the people realize that the as it extends to and comprehends ev
ter must not exceed three per cent, j Injections of salt solutions brought
School of Engineering is not a manual ery industry of the great state of
Mr. Whisler also selected samples him back to consciousness for a short
training department, but an institution ! Montana, which is blessed by nature
of each shipment of cement, these1time, although the coma beoame lightthat turns out craftsmen. They ex with the greatest and largest amount
samples were tested by him in or-1|er in the latter part of the day. The
pect to do this by giving the people of natural water power, great railway
der that the finality of the material IIonly hope was to keep him alive until
an idea of the scientific nature of en ! systems and the largest and greatest
might'be determined.
Ihis father and ’mother could arrive.
gineering. The electrical engineering {mines of the world, which are but par
Mr.'Sloan and Mr. Dobson were also They left their home In North Platte,
department will be represented by tially developed. What does this mean
engaged In Important engineering work |
INeb., last evening and will arrive In |
some of their apparatus, which will 'to the mechanical, electrical and mlnrelating to the street improvements, j|Missoula tomorrow.
;be used in demonstrations. There will Ilng engineers, also the proficient me
Mr. Buck, the city engineer, speaks
be a coal analysis exhibition and also chanics? It means simply this: That
Effect of Training.
very highly of the work of these three
a power plant layout demonstration. there will be work at good paying salMr. Cary has been afflicted with an
men and of its value to the city o f !J
These should be very Interesting to the ! aries for all who are skilled, trained
Missoula.
Iorganic sickness for several years.
people of the state. From the Me j and qualified to carry forward the de

EXHIBIT FOR VARSITY
AT ANNUAL STATE FAIR

COACH “BOB” CARY
LOSES IN LAST RACE

This sickness was caused by a too
Iabrupt breaking of a rigorous training
! season while he was sprinting at Yale
Miss Yellowleaf— "Y es, ours is a very |University.
old family. You know, we came over
All-Around Athlete.
in the Mayflower."
Miss Caustlque—"Indeed!
And did | "Bob” was an a’l-around athlete. In I
you—er—have a pleasant voyage?"— I the days when Montana walloped the I
I University of Utah and other bigger)
Judge.
CAU8TIC.

T H E D R A U G H T IN G ROOM.

chanical Department comes a bridge velopment of the great natural redesign drawn by last year’s class. ' sources of this great state.”
There will also be many sample draw
And Mr. Jackson.
ings from this department.
"There has been much said among
There will be transparencies from all
departments together with many from [the employes regarding the good of
the student activities. For all those 'this extension, and we hope it is only
interested in the University there will |in its Infancy and that the good seed
be a copy of this issue of the Kaimin. |that has been sown may bring forth
Isuch good results that you people, who
istarted this extension, may be well
HAIL THE FRESHMAN.
ROBERT HART CARY.
Ipaid for same, and the fellow work
—
As a Montana Star.
I I’d rather be a freshman and with men may receive Buch benefit that
Ithe freshmen stand, than to hold the the State University of Montana may
Ibe long remembered,” said Thomas
On the very eve of achieving dis- highest office in this blrd-of-freedom IJackson, general shop superintendent,
I tinction in northwest athletic circles I land; there is no earthly glory like ' Livingston, Mont.
I his young career was ended. If "Bob’ that the freshman vaunts; its greater
Mr. Dunksrley.
I had lived there is little doubt that a than old Jove possessed in his Olym
I few years wou'd have seen him rank pian haunts; no king on earth has I W. E. Dunkerley, general foreman,
majesty
like
that
the
freshman
wields:
ing as an athletic trainer with Bill
Helena, Mont., said:
"This extension work does more
Hayward of Oregon and other train- he knows he’s great and acts the part
I era of the northwest He would have Iin academic fields; he’s big and strong 'good for the average young man than
and husky and he likes to use his ! anything I know of. It gives him a
1occupied in the circles of the north- strength;
he's great in weight and
I west the same place now occupied by great in width and, likewise, great in chance to receive an education which
I Coach Stagg in the middle west but It length; in the glory of September, the |he could not otherwise afford. Taking
(this work from the railway company's
] was wil'ed to be otherwise.
freshman's glory shines; his pathway standpoint, when apprentice boys or,
Iis Elysian and he w’alks in pleasant Iin fact, any of their men attend, it
lines; but his happiness is ephermal, j teaches them, and by doing so the
DIDN’T STAY.
soon will his glory pass; he’s big upon {company derives a benefit. On the
the campus—but wait till he hits class;
Bildad was spending the night in [ it’s true he's downed the sophomores [other hand, the man himself is bej lng made into a better mechanic which
the little village.
and at their class he scoffs; but he l puts him In a position to claim more
I "I don’t suppose, from the condition |will find a different game when he
j of things.” he said to his landlord, goes against the profs; the freshman’s j salary and puts him in line for proI"that the good-road movement has day is glorious, but also it is brief; j motion to a better position-"
Iever reached you here.”
yet, while it lasts, we greet him—we
j The "Know How Printers"—Bureau
"Yes; It come,” said the old man, hail the freshman, chief.
—The Dally Mlssoulian. [of Printing.
"but It Jest kep’ a-movin.”—Judge.
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cession to the presidency at Montana ans. Among them there is not half ambition, for which 'he had during
bears such great significance. All that a dozen who ever saw life in the old three years given his whole heart and
Pronounced ’TCi-meem” This is a is needed for the success of the new ■“ prep” department.
Thus the new energy, he Is snatched away.
word taken from the language of the era is the co-operation of the student spirit comes.
Indeed, his anxiety for the success
Sellsh tribe and means writing, or
body and the faculty in aiding Pres j There has been no lack of spirit in of Montana hastened his death. Fear The girls are wearing mackinaws—
something in black and white.
Published on Thursday o f every week ident Craighead with his new work the past, but there has been a sad ing that the football men wou'd lose mackinaws of red; mackinaws of color
that would liven up the
by the Associated Students of the Uni of building up the University. That 1misplacement of that spirit. In pre- one night of practice, he left the hos
versity of Montana.
he may depend upon the students and '.vious years too many have devoted pital to coach them that night. His RAGS THAT dead; where they got the
DAZZLE
fashion I confess, that I
faculty in any exigency we are cer their energies to boosting subordi sacrifice was typical of t'he whole na
THE EDITORS.
don’t know; but these
nate things, leaving the University to ture of the man. There was nothing I bright red mackinaws certainly are the
Carl C. Dickey, T4...... Editor-In-Chief tain.
Lewis W. Hunt, ’15....Managing Editor
Nor are these things all by which make what headway she could, car •that he wou'd not do for the success .go;. the co-eds have the British swady
Mildred Ingalls, ’13....Associate Editor we may judge the beginning of the rying them as dead weight. This year of Montana.
backed right off the .map when it
Merle Kettiewell, ’ 15.... Society Editor
comes to fancying a bloody colored
In his victories Bob was never vain wrap; some buckle round the middle,
Winnifred Feiighner, ’OS, Alumni Editor new era. The people of the state are it is going to be different. Every man
Gladys Huffman, ’13........ Local Editor waking up to the fact that this- is and every women is going to be for glorious. In his defeats he was al
some slip on over head, but they have
Rose Leopold, ’ 13.....................Assistant
Mabel Lyden, ’14........ Exchange Editor THEIR University. They are just be the University first and the other ways a gentleman. He was a man that same old color—that captivating
ginning to realize that they have in things next.
and a fighter—every inch of him. He red; when the girls around the cam
REPORTERS.
They have talked in the past about wanted 'his teams to win, but he pus go in swagger promenade, it looks
the state a real full-fledged institution
like Braddock had escaped from his his
G. O. Baxter, '15 Gertrude Zerr
R. H. Wiedman, T3 Lucius Forbes, T5 of higher learning. They are also be the magnificent fighting spirit of the wanted .them to win fair. If they lost tory with his pigeon-toed brigade; from
R. W. Wells, T3 Lulu Wright, ’16
ginning to find out that the system by IVarsity teams. It is true that Montana Bob forbade talk of unfair p'ay.
Freshman up to Senior and from Se
Carl C. Glick, ’ 14 F. D. Richter, ’15
which the state educational institu teams have always been fighters.
In the athletic 'history of Montana nior down to Frosh, they’ve everyone
Bernice Selfridge, ’15
|
tions is being run is radically wrong. Never did a gamer team take the floor the achievements and the work of got hep to this New York city bosh;
|every girl wants to sport a crimsonBUSINESS STAFF.
The political parties of the state have than the Varsity basketball team of “ Bob” Cary wi'l always have ^pre-emi
colored coat; she thinks that by so doPeter E. Hansen, T4................Manager recognized this and have incorporated 1912; never did a scrappier team don nence. He was a good, clean man, I ing she’ll get some fellow's goat; but
Donald Young, ’15.................. Assistant in their platform planks promising the spikes than the 1912 track team.
still
there’s something about it that I
the kind we like to ca'l a typical
They American. Montana will not soon see can’t get through my bean, why these
Office, basement of the Library permanent revenues for the state ed |Yet both those teams lost.
Building. Office 'hours, the editor, ucational institutions. That oligar |fought and they fought magnificently,
crimson coated freshman girls still
another like him.
Monday, 9:30 to 12; Tuesday, 2 to 4;
look so doggone green.
chial board known as the state board ' yet they lost. So it was in debate
Wednesday, 10 to 11.
of examiners will then no longer direct and oratory.
Apparently the heavy schedule of the Everybody who has gone to the Uni
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance.
the financial affairs of borne nine state
Obviously there is more to winning Bruins is not beaten by the average versity for the last six years knows
Entered as second class mall matter at
who is meant by "Egg.”
Missoula, Montana, under act of congress institutions as it does at the present than merely getting the fighting spirit weight of the team. We expect the EGG THE
Egg is a less circuitous
of March 3, 1879.
time. In its place a state board of Iinto the team. It is what is behind Bruins to bring home the bacon, the
way of saying Charles
ham and eggs as well as the fried DRAWER
regents will be elected by the people the team that pushes it on to vic- chicken this year.
Little Bgg'eston.
If
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1912. to direct the affairs of the educational tory. If every student gets behind
you don’t know who we mean, now
The hegira up Higgins avenue Sun take up some of the old college an
institutions and the educational insti- his team and fights their battles with
i them; if he gives them the encourage- day night must have resembled the nuals and look at the cartoons. In the
It's the fool who does the things tutions alone.
corner of each one you wi 1 see the
impossible. You see he does not
These changes will no doubt be Iment of his presence in their crucial charge of the light brigade. At least, word Egg. This is him: Charles Lit
know that they can’t be done and made at the next session of the legis- games he will find that the fighting it was a liight-c’ad brigade, or better tle Eggleston, artist. But that’s all he
a B. V. D. brigade.
goes right ahead and does them.—
was. Egg was never anything but an
lature, and if the new era has not spirit they used to talk about will be
Mason.
artist. If be saw a pencil he had to
already begun it will then in reality! comparatively insignificant, so powThe Soph, is no more. He’s a jolly, draw; if he saw a bank he had to
jolly Junior. We hope the Freshmen draw. That’s all he did was draw—
erful will be the new spirit.
begin.
WELCOME DR. CRAIGHEAD.
“ The University of Montana; it
We ask every student to get the note this, for being a Soph, is not a that’s all he does now is draw; he
healthy predicament to be in right. draws a big bunch of coin from the
must prosper.”
fighting spirit of the "Old Varsity”—
Anaconda Standard for drawing their
In welcoming you to .the presidency
the new Montana. We want every
cartoons. Egg was out to the new
we know that we welcome a man who
student to get behind the athletic
THE 8QPHOMORE RULE.
We hope the forty' pre-legal stu students’ reception. He said he was
has his whole heart in the Univer
teams—to boost them, and to help dents have nothing in common with going to register again, but he
sity of Montana. We welcome a man
Last year when the six fraternal or them so that victory may again be that well-known organization in liter changed his mind and withdrew.
ature which had a similar number.
who has done great things for other ganizations on the campus voluntarily Iours.
In the days of real sport, a'l the kids
Universities and comes to build our co-operated with the faculty in the
This is the new spirit—unswerving
Dr. Craighead said that the Fresh I in the home town used to wear a bag
institution into a powerful servant for passage of the rule that undergradu- Iloyalty to the University and all that
men were the homliest bunch he had
of asafoetida around
the people of the state of Montana.
ever seen. Neither does iodine im |CRAIGHEAD their neck
ates should not be pledged until the Is hers.
whenever
Dr. Craighead, when you made your end of their Freshman year, they lit"The University of Montana; it prove their looks.
{OPTIMISM
Willie Jones had the
meas’ es or Susie WiD,
maiden speech at the University on tie knew that they were doing one of must prosper.”
"Thou shalt not smoke on the cam liams had the mumps. That bag of
May 21, 1912, you said: “If I come j the best things possible for the inaug- j
------------asafoetida
was
a proof positive pre
pus,” is one of the Montana command
to Montana I would expect the sin uration of a new era.
NEW ENGINEERING BUILDING.
ments. Like all commandments, it Is ventive for anything from sore eyes to
cere co-operation of the students in
That rule means much for the Uni------- —
ingrown toenails. But there is one
seldom observed.
building up the school. If every stu versity and for the new freshmen. In I It is to be hoped that the funds for
elusive germ that defies asafoetida,
dent in the institution goes out be the years past the rushing season the new Engineering Building will
The Freshmen wasted several bott’ es predicaments and traditions. That is
•the
germ of Craighead Optimism. This
lieving in the University, loving it, coming in the first part of the year Isoon become available in order that of vitriol in perfecting their temporary
summer wondering Mammas wrote to
and ready to fight for it, then that caused a sad upheaval in the scho- j the work of erection may be started. organization, but the Sophomores used the new president to inquire whether
iodine.
University is hard to keep down.”
Montana credits would be accepted at
Ilastic standing of the rushers and the IThe College of Engineering has devel|Welles'ey and Vassar and other wornYour expectations are to be real rushees. As a result, Freshmen have Ioped rapidly and is prepared to meet
With a1! the oratory and forensics at I en’s colleges. This is the answer they
ized. We believe in our University received tin diplomas after a short the demands which the state should the first Freshman class meeting, for
more than we ever have before. We stay of five months. Those who did make upon it. Other articles in this tunately the ugly word was not passed. got and it might have been headed
“Dear Mamma:” Montana credits are
love her and we are going to fight stay were too absorbed in their fra- issue point out how efficiently the reaccepted by all the Universities in the
Some
of
the
Freshmen
who
came
to
for her.
wor'd.
Ten years from now Montana
ternity to pay any attention to out- quirements are met and even anticiWe pledge to you the loyal support side matters.
pated before they arise. To meet the Montana perhaps expected to get I mamma’s will be writing to Montana
stuck—but not with tanglefoot.
j to see if we will accept the credits of
of the 215 students now in the Uni
This year all is changed. The new ever-increasing demand of the people
Wellesley and Vassar.
versity. We realize that the road to men will be able to get through the and to give the best the Uniyersitj
“The University of Montana; it
progress is apt to be a hard one to year without any trouble with the is able to give to its students, ample prospers.”
It was very pleasing to see the faces
travel and we want you to know that faculty; they will be able to get the facilities should be provided in the
o f so many new students on the cam
in whatever you do for the University spirit of Montana better than they future as in the past. Though much
pus, but it was fully as
OLD ONES
pleasing to see phystof Montana ypu will have the un would be able to in a fraternity. They : has been accomplished the good work ENGINEERS’ CLUB
R ETUR N
ogs back on the cam
swerving support of the student body. will be bigger, broader men. They should continue. When it was found
HELPS STUDENTS
pus which had been
We want you to know that the stu will have a kind of fraternity of their necessary to protect the new refriger
here in the less balmy days. There is
dent body is with you individually own. They will get to know each ating plant, the engineering faculty and
big "Sunset” Smead, who a number of
and collectively.
The Engineers’ Club of the Univer years ago tore the Aggy football squad
other better; they will get to know students gave their time and strength,
Feeling that your advent means the that their alma mater has a superior working until the wee small hours of sity of Montana is as its name signi full of holes, and is back to repeat the
beginning of an era in our history call upon their devotion and their the morning to erect the plant and fies, a club composed of the members I performance. Then there is Come’ ia
of the facu’ty and the students in the j McFarlane, who comes from way up in
and with the utmost faith in the fu service.
build a lean-to to protect it from the Engineering department of the Uni Canada to repeat her dramatic tri
ture and in you, we welcome you to
Instead of working for the suprem- weather. It is evident, however, that versity. Its purpose is two-fold, edu umphs of years past. Vean Mosher,
the presidency of the greatest little Iacy of his fraternity—political or oth- these same men cannot build an En- cation and social. The club has a who took his prep work here years
! ago, is allied with the freshmen. The
University in the West.
|*erwise—he will be boosting for his gineering Building. The College of meeting every two weeks, programs are call of Montana was too irresistib’ e for
“The University of Montana; it University. Instead of confining his Engineering has developed to such an given in which students and others in Miss Helen Metcalf, and she returns
terested in engineering work take part.
must prosper.”
companionship within the narrow cir- extent that it is greatly cramped for This practice gives the student expe to graduate with her class after a year
cle of a fraternity, he will learn to Iroom. Much apparatus has been do- rience in addressing people and in I at the University of Oregon. "Shorty”
THE NEW ERA.
know and to be friendly with the nated by the manufacturers; this j presenting his ideas in a clear and I Deschamps and "Jimmy” Brown have
returned to win honors for Montana
whole student body.
Iequipment should be more conveniently convincing maner. The successful en I on the athletic field. With a 1 the
gineer must not on'y be able to do
While it is hard for a contemporary
This rule makes better fraternities j and properly housed and protected. We special lines of engineering work, as strangers on the campus, it is fine to
person to place a finger upon any cer and it makes better fraternity men; sincerely hope that the money may j building
bridges,
railroads, power I meet any one you know and these fortain date and call it the beginning of it makes better fraternity spirit; it soon become available in order that| p'ants, etc., but he must also be able ; mer students are getting the big,
to
proVe
to
the
moneyed
interests that warm welcome.
a new era, we may state with a rea makes better University spirit. It is the construction may proceed as rap- j
his plans will prove a financial success.
sonable degree of certainty that the an important factor in the beginning i Idly as possible.
In addition to his engineering training
WHERE SINGING WON’T DO.
University of Montana is upon the j of the new era.
------- :--------------------I
he must meet the demands made upon
threshhold of a new stage of growth.
it
j
“
BOB”
CARY.
any
modern
professional
man.
“The University of Montana;
"It’s all right to tell us when a trou
To promote good fellowship among ble comes to laugh it off,” said Dob
Perhaps this era has already begun must prosper.”
all
the
students
in
this
department
the
son
at the close of the lecture on
Today
the
University
suffers
a
loss
some time in the past; perhaps it’s
which is irreparable. The death of club in addition to its regular meetings “ Good Cheer,” “but a man can’t sing
beginning lies at some future date.
THE NEW SPIRIT.
holds at various interva's throughout a porous plaster off his back.”—Harp
Coach "Bob” Cary takes from Montana the year meetings of a purely social er’s. Weekly.
The decided increase in the registra
tion of students over former years
The year marks the birth of a new her most efficient and consistent ath- nature. These social gatherings have j
A JOLT TO ROMANCE.
lends plausibility to the belief that spirit—a real University spirit un- |letic trainer. Although still a young been held at the home of Dean Richter j
and are thoroughly enjoyed by all the
the new era has already begun.
trammeled and unhampered by petty |man “Bob” was fast assuming a posi- students in the department.
“How about that young doctor? Has
Indeed the coming of Dr. Craighead factional differences and jealousies, tion of prominence in the athletic cirhe proposed?”
to Montana might well mark an era This is perhaps the first time this real c' es of the Northwest. Wherever he
ANTICIPATION.
“Not yet. Papa nearly ruined every
even if the University had not this spirit has ever existed in the instifu- j was “Bob” was for Montana first, last
thing last night.”
year experienced a substantial growth. tion. Indeed, it is this year that i and always. It was the height of his
“ How was that?”
Minister—What are you doing this
“Just as the doctor was pleading for
What the new president has done for the last binding tie with the old "prep ambition to see Montana represented morning, children?
Little Girl—Sh-----! Tommy’s pray a peep at my eyes papa came in and
other colleges he will undoubtedly do school” spirit is severed. The student In the Northwest conferences. On the
ing for an automobile and I’m going asked him to take a look at my tonsils.
for Montana. That is why his suc body is composed now of real collegl- very eve of the realization of that after gasoline.—Life.
—Columbus News.

SCatmin

THE OWL AND THE 215

ENGINEERING LABS
.ARE WELL EQUIPPED

|jj|iggoula"tfi{|erpantiTe

The laboratories of the University •dition of a standard Reichsanstalt j
of Montana are well equipped with ’ photometer, with Improved Bummer j
the various forms of apparatus whichj Brodhum sight box. This apparatus
are necessary to illustrate the prob- •opens up a very attractive line of ex- I
lems met with In the class room. The peri men t and research, since the destudent is thus able to solve prob- 1 velopment in electrical illuminants;
terns met with In practice, training' within the last four or five years has !
him to think for himself and to do ] been truly remarkable.
things. In addition, he learns to op. I The cement laboratory contains a :
crate the different forms of machines.! Fairbanks-Morse cement testing m a- ,
The steam laboratory contains a chine, together with other forms of ap- j
Wolf refrigerating machine, direct I paratus and appliances for the testing
connected to a Murray Corliss engine.; of the various cements used in build- |
This machine was manufactured by j ing construction. Long time tests a r e ;
the Fred W . W olf Company of Chi-1 being conducted. There is also a brick
cago, and is exceedingly valuable for i testing machine for the testing of pav- I
the study of the processes of refrigera- |ing brick.
tlon.
Students study the principles { The surveying equipment includes
involved In the transfer of heat dur various forms of levels and transits!
ing refrigerating processes and also 1with solar attachments, etc., also hand
determine the cost of refrigeration, j levels, barometers and other appara- j
The machine is equipped with con-1 tus necessary for adequate instruction |
densers, brine cooler, tanks, pumps, j in surveying.
and all necessary instruments for the j Well equipped drawing rooms are
making of complete tests.
at hand for drawing and design. There
The Corliss engine Is used for en- j Is also a reading room, containing
gtne tests in order to determine the |many of the leading technical period
steam consumption, for the setting of j icals of the day. These periodicals |
the Corliss valve gear and for prac- Iare furnished regularly and are al
tice In the operation of engines of th is: ways at hand for student use.
type. The laboratory also contains a
The shops are well equipped with I
high speed engine, steam boilers, lathes for wood and iron turning;
pumps, Injectors, steam indicators,! there are also drill presses, shaper, a
etc., all of which apparatus is avail- j Brown & Sharpe milling machine, a |
able for tests and other laboratory in- IWells cutter and reamer, grinder and i
atraction.
various other apparatus and small
The gas engine laboratory contains I tools. Benches and bench tools are
several forms of the best type of gas-1 also provided for instruction in bench 1
ollne engine. These are two engines j work in wood and iron.
manufactured by the International I The forge shop contains eight down |
Harvester Company of America. A j draft Buffalo forges and anvils and j
Hta-Rlte gasoline engine, manufac- j also the various small tools necessary
lured by the Reliance Iron and Kngine |for instruction in forge practice.
Company, and a Gade engine, manu- j In the foundry there Is a cupola
factured by the Gade Bros. Manufac- j .and other appliances permitting in-1
luring Company. There are also car- i struction in moulding and casting.
buretors, gas engine indicators an d .
other apparatus necessary for making
IT'S ALL IN THE GAME.
complete tests of internal combustion
engines and for investigating the
She was a bright girl and her
thermodynamic principles Involved in
escort, who was also her intended, was
their operation.
delighted to find how quickly she
The fuel laboratory is well equipped
Igrasped the the points of the game.
with apparatus enabling thorough and |She got on so well that he ventured
complete tests of the various forms of Ia light witticism on the subject.
coals, liquid fuels and gases. There
‘‘Baseball reminds me of the houseare Parr coal calorimeters for the de j hold," he remarked, ‘‘there's the plate,
termination of the heating value of Ithe batter, the fowls, the flies, etc.”
gases; Hempel and Orsat apparatus
‘‘And it reminds me of marriage,”
for determining the constituents of she retorted, “first the diamond where
gases; also apparatus for determin they are engaged, then the struggles
ing the approximate analysis of coals and the hits, then the men going out,
and other solid fuels.
land finally, the difficulty they have in
The equipment of the dynamo lab |getting home.”
oratory includes one 15 K W „ 110 volt
And he sat and thought.
D. C. generator, one 10 K W ., 220 volt
M EACK’S REPORT.
D. C. generator, and a 10 K W ., :»
phase 110 volt alternator, with ex
THE ELUSIVE GOAT.
citer, for general current supply. There
are also one 15 H. P. 220 volt D. C.
Slang
with its sure directness has
motor, a 6 H. P., 220 volt series motor,
a 5 11. P., 3 phase squirrel cage in packed a terrific amount of signifi
duction motor, equipped with auto cance into the “goat” phrase. Saul,
starter, a 2 K W . six-ring rotary con glowering at David and throwing
verter, a small interpole motor and javelins at him; a Malay running
a small 2 phase Induction motor. All amuck with a bolo; an elderly gen
of the dynamos are of recent design tleman shaking a futile umbrella at
from the leading manufacturers in the boys snowballing him; an ordinarily
country, and the laboratory, having docile father storming over the month
been recently developed, is nearly free ly bills; Macbeth raving at the dag
from antiquated apparatus. The sup ger; Kipling's soldier shooting up the
ply of measuring instruments, rheo company quarters; Richard HI. facing
stats and testing auxiliaries keeps the ghosts in his dreams; a ball player
shouting at a howling crowd; a school
pace with the dynamo lay-out.
A unique and Important feature of teacher unmercifully whaling a bunch
the laboratory plan Is the method of of unruly, Irritating boys— these are
mounting machinery. Each dynamo gentlemen who have lost their “goat.”
has its individual stand, heavily built — Chicago Dally Tribune.
and braced, so as to put the machine
“ BUNK.”
In a favorable position for inspection
and testing. The sets, including dy“If you slept on a wooden shelf,
mimo, rheostats and stand, may be
moved as a unit for any combination would you be gettin’ your bed and
of apparatus that may be desirable. board?” chirped the owl.
“Bunk!” “aid the crow.— Chicago
The facilities for work in engineering
are being greatly increased by the ad Dally Tribune
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The height of
Worldly wisdom
finds its sym
bol in

“R. B. Fashion Clothes”
O

U RELY the highest grade o f tailoring to be accom plished by a man after spending years at learning
the trade—and surely a designer w ho leaps from

oblivion to a position which has gained him the interest o f
every manufacturing clothier in Am erica, should result
in garments which being w orn sym bolize wisdom in its
highest degree.

Y ou must not neglect these clothes.

W h eth er

you care to purchase or not you must have a
look at them —$ 2 0 and up.
Other fine clothes for young men as low as $15.

J i$ 0 o u la
EVERYBODY'S STORE.
VIEW IN GAS ENGINE LABORATORY.

Je m m tU e l
FOR EVERYTHING.

Progressive

Statesman

“ Legislation

in

to

Talk

on Dr. Jesse Succeeds

Alaska” Tomorrow

Head

of

Dr. Harkins as Students and Faculty Co-operate in
Telling Montana People of Advan
Department

Chemistry

were present. The bride was daintily
For Mrs. Book.
tages Offered by University.
Night in Elite Hall.
with Professor Bateman Assistant.
On Thursday afternoon the members j gowned in white and the rooms of the
of Delta G'amma were invited to the Bickford home were garnished with a
home1of Mrs. D. J. Haviland for a profusion of summer flowers, the color
Much spendid work was done thfs
farewell visit with Mrs. W. F. Book, j scheme being pink and white. The
Senator Miles Poindexter, the fa 
While the University was sorry to
who ik soon to leave for Bloomington, |bride'has many friends in Missoula, mous #progressive from Washington, lose three of its professors, it can well summer by all the University peop.e,
faculty and students alike, in interest
Ind., where Dr. Book has accepted a especially at the University, where she who was to have spoken Monday night
be congratulated upon their successors; ing the people of the state in the val
position as head of the department of last year completed her freshman
Dr.
Kemp,
Dr.
Jesse,
and
Prof.
Bate
in
University
Hall
on
"Legislation
in
j
ue and worth of their University.
year.
She
taught
school
during
the
Education in the University of Indi- ]
Never before has so keen an inter
ana. During her stay Mirs. Book has summer at C.earwater and there met Alaska,” wired at the last moment that I man. Dr. Kemp comes to take the
place
of
Dr.
Book
as
professor
of
psy
est been shown by people all over the
endeared herself not only to the mem- i Mr. Jemison, who is a prominent ranch he was unable to fill his Missoula en
chology
and
education.
He
is
a
man
|
state, in the small cities as well as
bers of Delta Gamma, but to all the |owner and business man of that com gagement on Monday night. Arrange
girls in the University, and her de-1 munity. A new home is being built for ments have been completed to have of wide experience in college and edu the larger ones, -in the growth and wel
cational
work
A
graduate
of
Stan
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jemison
on
their
ranch
partufe from the dollege circles will be !
him speak on the same subject at the ford he took his post-graduate workj fare o f the University. Many were
the inquiries received which showed
greatly regretted. The members o f the and they expect to be ready to wel Elite Theater Friday night.
there and at the University of Califraternity and the patronesses pres come their friends there by the last of
This will undoubtedly be a lecture ‘fdrnla, leaving California to accept a that the people realize that the state
ent were Mesdames Edgar Polleys and October.
well worth hearing. Senator Poindex scholarship ' at Columbia University. has a University and that they recog
C..A. Bisbee; Misses Matthews, Wilde, j
ter is one of the nation’s bes’t known After a'year’s foreign research in the! nize and appreciate the high standard
Cramer, McFarland, Harmon, Leyden, Hanon-Saxe.
statesmen. He has recently.'completed British Museum and the London minor of work carried on in all the depart
ments. It is certainly gratifying to
Huffman, Stoddard, Book and Keyes;
Announcements have been received an investigation of governmental a f
Mesdames Charles H. Hall, J. M. Ev of the wedding of Emil W. Saxe of fairs in the frigid territory [in the far archives,' he" returned to Columbia as see that the people in general know
■fellow
in
the
Teachers’
College.
the splendid opportunities to acquire a
ans and' T. B>. Thompson.
Lewistown, Mont., and Miss Jessie north, and his talk will therefore be
Hanon. The bride is an exceptionally authoritative. The senator’s subject is | Four years as master of Hitt's I good, sound education at the Univer
sity.
school
in
California,
four
years
as
prin
New Student Reception.
talented young lady and a violinist of one of the live ones of the day in
Each professor, of course, considers
The social.activities of the Univer merit. She graduated from, the Uni view of the recent sensational disclosf- • cipal of the schools at Alameda, one as
sity opened on Friday evening with one versity with the cl^ss of 1911, her ma ures concerning the "hogging” of the instructor at Stanford and four as his work as the best line of study to
head of the Department of Education pursue, but, too, he realizes that every
of the most successful new students’ jor being Latin and Greek. During the resources of Alaska.
receptions ever given. Students, new last year she has been teaching Latin
The lecture will be given from the and Director of the San Diego State other professor feels the same way in
Normal
training school have proved his regard to his classes and the result is,
and old, alumni and friends of the in the Fergus County High School at non-partisan point of view, it being |
University filled the gymnasium to the Lewistown. While in Missoula Miss one of the principles of the. Neighbor worth as an educator. A pleasing de for it is a proven fact, that all the
limit of its capacity. During the ear y Hanon won many friends by her hood Club, under whose auspices the I portment, a wide awake attitude, and I work is good; that so many perfect, or
part bf the evening a formal reception charming personality and talent in senator speaks, that the organization a broad grasp of affairs make him a so nearly perfect, units go to make up
was held. Dr. and Mrs. Craighead, musical lines. The groom is a prom take no. side whatever on any issue, man that. any. University might be a perfect whole.
Mr. and Mrs.' Charles H. Hall, Major inent business man of Lewistown, be the main purpose being to inform the proud to have on its faculty.
Many Inquiries.
and Mrs. A. L. Duncan, and all the ing owner of the Art Music store and members of the club as individuals.
During the summer months so many
A Football Star.
members of the faculty stood in a re at present is alderunan from the First
inquiries came in that it seemed ad
Dr. Jesse, the new head of the de- ] visable to answer them in person.
ception line to welpome the guests. ward. The wedding took place on the
partment of Chemistry, is a graduate Consequently, whenever a professor
After this formal reception an infor 18th of August in Helena. The bride, ENGINEER SHOULD
of Missouri and a Ph. D. from Har chanced to be in the town from which
mal dance was enjoyed until midnight. and groom went on a honeymoon trip
BE WIDE READER vard. After serving as instructor at inquiries had come, he presented to all
through the Yellowstone park, -after
Harvard and as research fellow of the people interested in the work, the
visiting friends in Helena, Butte, Bil
Delta Gamma Spread,
•Carnegie foundation, he went to the splendid advantages Montana has to
The active members of Delta Gam lings and other cities. They are now
University
of Illinois as instructor in offer.
ma were entertained at a delightfully at home to their friends in Lewis . It should be of special interest to
Aside from the good work done by
informal spread on Saturday evening town.
the freshmen engineering students to chemistry, in 1909, remaining there un
at the home of Miss Bessie Wl'-de.
know that the School of Engineering til this year. Dr. Jesse is enthusiastic the faculty members, the students and
about
Montana
and
its
prospects.
He
has a number of books for ready ref- j
After justice was done to' the delicious Steele- McGregor.
alumni co-operated and worked hard
told a Kamin reporter yesterday that in impressing upon their friends the
menu the young ladies had a ten-cent
The marriage of Miss Edith Steele eren ceon engineering subjects, these
show party. Those present were Flor of Billings and Donald McGregor of may be obtained at any time from in Montana is far superior to any eastern value of a college education, and urg
ence Matthews, Gladys Hoffman, Cora this city, solemnized Monday at Bill structors of the Engineering School, i University of the same size that he has ing the reasons for obtaining it at the
An excellent habit to form during seen. His genial affability and good University. These personal recommen
Harmon, Mabel Lyden, Cecil Kramer, ings, is of great interest to their many
Cornelia McFarlane, Arline Keyes and friends in Missoula. The bride gradu the freshman year is that of looking fellowship, coupled with his reputation dations went far in interesting new
ated from the university with the class up references in engineering questions as being one of the best football play- |students in Montana, and was a very
Bess Wilde.
of 1911. The groom, who is a son of which you will hear from time to ers ever known in the University of material 'help. This Is shown by the
Missouri has already made him a fa large increase of new students.
of Mrs. Ada McGregor, is held in high time.
For Miss Maddox.
With the continuous co-operation of
Another privilege which all engineer vorite with the students of his depart
Miss Merle Kettlewell entertained a esteem by his business associates. Mr.
ment.
—
students and alumni all over the state
few friends on last Thursday evening and Mrs. McGregor will go to Salt ing students may enjoy, is that of an
Lake
City
for
a
wedding
journey
and
working
for the University’s interest,
engineering
reading
room,
where
they
A Stanford Man.
in compliment to Miss Marion MaddOx of Washington, D. C., who was later they will be at home in French- have access to the current numbers . Professor Bateman, instructor in there is every indication that it should
making a short visit with her brother, town, to be near Mr. McGregor’s work of about thirty leading engineering I chemistry, is another Stanford man, grow by leaps and bounds, for when a
periodicals.
Coburn Maddox, a former law student. in the Lolo forest.
taking his master’s degree there. He determined group of people are work-*
Each student is required to pay a I served Stanford five years as instruct ing together for such a commendable
The guests, Misses Maddox, Alice HarSmithReynolds.
small fee to partly offset the sub or, leaving to take a position in the cause as that of interesting others in
denburgh,
Bess
Rhoades,
Louise
On Friday evening, August 29, the
Smith, Esther Birely; Messrs. Coburn home of Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Smith, scription cost of the papers. As new Imperial University at Pei Yang, the worth of our Alma Mater, the
Mladdox, Claude Molchoir, Cecile Dob in Toledo, Iowa, was turned into a numbers come in they are placed in China. He left China on account of school is bound to grow.
son, Fred Wliisler, Roscoe Wells and bower of ferns and white asters in the reading room and the old copies i the unsettled conditions there. His
Colin Clemens, played cards, sang and [honor of their daughter, Mabel R. filed in the University library where i scholastic ability is shown in the fact |IN THE GOOD OLD BOWL DAYS.
they may be referred to at any time. that he made the Phi Beta Kappa and I
danced with pleasant informality.
Smith, whose marriage to Doctor
A man of apparent means brought
The value to engineering students
.George Fulmer Reynolds was solemn regularly reading engineering period the Sigma Xi honorary fraternities.
two boys into a barber shop for a hair
A Shower.
ized at 8 o’clock in the evening. Only icals cannot be emplasized too strongly, i
cut. While waiting for the completion
Dr. and Mrs. George F. Reynolds relatives and the most intimate friends
of the job, he said:
THREE AND OUT.
were happily surprised Monday even of the bride were invited to be pres It puts one directly in touch with what
“I never sat in a barber’s chair when
is
being
done
in
the
engineering
world,
|
ing at their new home on South Hig ent at the ceremony, which was beau
which is of inestimable benefit to men j “Mr. Spooner, isn’t this the third I was a kid. My brother used to
gins avenue by a number of their tiful in its simplicity.
who expect to become engineers. Prob time you have asked me to be your go over toi the engine house and bor
friends, who appeared laden with va
A few moments before the appointed ably it will not be possible to read
row the horse clippers. Then my
rious . kitchen utensils for the use of hour, Mrs. O. E. Price, sister of the each periodical on account of other wife?"
mother would put a bowl on my head
“I—I believe it is, Miss Jennie.”
the new married couple, nor was a de bride, sang "Tell Her That I Love University work, but the most inter- ! "Well, you’ve fanned the air three j and cut around it. Until I was twelve
licious lunch forgotten which added Her.” Then to the strains of the esting ones ought to be picked out times. You’re out on strikes.”—Chi- I years old I always looked like a win
greatly to the evening’s entertain “Mendelssohn Wedding March,” the and read regularly.
dow-washer’s brush.—Chicago Post.
cago Daily Tribune.
ment.
bride and groom entered and took their
place under a beautiful canopy of ferns
and white astors, where Reverend
Y. W. C. A. Reception.
The Y. W. C. A. girls held a charm George Reynolds, father of the groom,
ingly informal tea in the parlors of performed the marriage ceremony.
Craig hall on Monday afternoon in
After the wedding supper Doctor and
compliment to all the new girls and Mrs. Reynolds, accompanied by a party
faculty wives. The parlors and veran of friends, motored to Marshalltown,
da were simply but artistically deco where they took the train for Minne
rated with asters, and the many apolis. They remained in that city for
guests enjoyed a most pleasant after a few days and on September 3 came
noon drinking tea and getting better on to Missoula, where they are now
at home to their friends.
acquainted.
Bolh Doctor and Mrs. Reynolds have
been members of the University fac
Guest of Della Gamma.
Miss Book, a teacher in the Missou’a ulty for several years.
High School, was guest o f honor at a
delightfully informal fudge party giv
en by the members of Delta Gamma MONTGOMERY IS
Sunday evening in their rooms at
Craig hall. Those present were the
SOPH. PRESIDENT
Misses Book, Hoffman, Lyden, Cramer,
I
Harmon, Wilde, McFarlane and Mat
thews.
Gordon Montgomery was elected to
the presidency of the sophomore class
Bickford-Jemison.
at a meeting held last Thursday.
, A quiet home wedding was solemn Montgomery was opposed for the presi
ized Saturday evening at 7:30 o’clock dency by Donald Young, who managed
at the home of Mrs. C. M. Bickford to swing a dumber of votes for his
when Cornelia Marion Bickford, a for candidacy.
mer University student, became the
Montgomery is one of the strongest
wife of Philip J. Jemison of Clear men in the sophomore class, having
water. Miss Leila McDonald played won the 1904 prize for excellence in
Mendelssohn's “Wedding March” as the chemistry last year.
bride and groom took their p’ace be
The other officers chosen were Ruby
fore Rev. E. E. Burtner, who per Jacobson, vice president; Bernice Selfformed the ceremony. Mrs. T.-A. Price ridge, secretary; Edwin Stanley, treas
sang, as a part of the service, “I Love urer, and Merrit Owsley, sergeant-atYou Truly,” “Oh Promise Me,” and arms. The closest fight of the day
“Nightfall,” and in conclusion Miss came on the office of sergeant-atA VIEW IN THE STEAM LABORATORY.
McDonald played .the wedding march arms, Owsley winning from G. O. Bax
from Lohengrin.
About 15 guests ter by a narrow margin.
Corliss Engine and Refrigerating Plant.
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OF CALIFORNIA
BY LECTURER

for its splendid research work. Ti
station was located in an ideal pia
for study and recreation, and the st
dents who did field and laborato
work there under Professor EJlrot
competent and
careful supervlsic
pwere availing themse ves of a rar
portunity.
This year was thi pioneer s ssion in
of the
Ithe summer school lepartment: or
tne j An unusually large audience assem- height of twenty, thirty, forty, and
I University and it : safe to say that j bled Tuesday night at the University even fifty feet are not beautiful in
j henceforth it is to >e one of the p o -, Hall for the illustrated lecture by Mr. themselves, but the cultivated cactus
I tent factors in thi University’s gen- i John Clum, "Seeing America First." of the gardens was lovely. A most in
i era! helpfulness in the betterment and Mr. Clum chose for his topic the cities teresting grouping of plants formed a
and scenery of Oregon and Califor- huge maxe, with a high arch of cactus
I development of the state
nia, presenting a series of pictures so at the entrance.
vivid and well selected that much of | a grove of cedars, gnarled and
his really fine address was lost in twisted into extraordinary forms was
the absorption of the realistic scenes.i of interest because of the rarity of
He was content generally to let the the trees. It is believed by some that
pictures speak for themselves; but his they are the famous cedars of Leshort lecture was an admirable essay banon, by others that the seeds were
full of striking comparison and sonor- 1washed to the shore of California by
ous adjectives.
the Japanese current, from Japan, in
which they are indigenous.
Mount Shasta.

IDE O T IC I

The first session of the Summer a committee composed of Professor
School of the University of Montana Kirkwood of the University, and other
opened June 10th, with a registration members of the faculty. This com
pf 107 students. This number was mittee p’anned an outing of some sort,
surprisingly large in view of the fact either an automobile trip, fishing trip
that no one was allowed to enter who or mountain climbing Jaunt for each
could not fill the regular requirements Saturday and holiday during the sum
for entrance into the University. Among j mer.
those registered 22 were college or uni
They Go to Bonner.
versity graduates; 13 were normal :
graduates; 40 were high school gradu- j The first outing planned by the
ate*; 66 were grade school teachers; committee was a day spent in the vi
5 were preparing for co'lege work; 10 I cinity- of Bonner. Forty or more of
were high school principals or teach- I the summer school people went by car
era, and 15 were regular University I<to Bonner, walked a mile and a half
students. From this registration H is jj up the Blackfoot river, and built their
Father Serra’s Tomb.
The first pictures presented were th e ,
evident that the purposes of the j[campfire In a suitable and attractive Instructour in Law Department Finds
scenes greeting us at the terminus of
Bummer School were fully realized, for bit of woods, where they cooked
Father Serra’s tomb, seven miles
I
lunch.
Many
spent
the
afternoon
In
Splendid Sentiment for University in the Northern Pacific. One of the clear from MontereyIs marked by a slmIts aim was not, as might be expect- I
led, to afford an opportunity for stu- jIfishing and the others visited the saw
Cities of Montana.
mountain lakes, a long winding road p|e monument, but a beautiful statue
disappearing into a great forest, then of granite represents the pioneer stopdents who had failed in University j mill, the power house and dam at Bon
-------------------i a long skyline of mountain peaks and ping from his canoe and holding out
work to “make up” their credits, nor j ner. In the evening, after supper, the
we faced Mount Shasta, one of the a hand of welcome to the city of San
for teachers who were about to take party gathered around the campfire
The Law Department of the Unlver- highest of North American peaks, and Francisco. The majesty of his figure
and spent several pleasant hours in
examinations to do the necessary ___
the approved coJ’ege manner, singing j s,ty ° f Montana was wisely and well owing to its sheer rise from sealevel, is heightened by the lines of his classic
cramming.
represented in the campaign for new one of the most magnificent. W e saw drest,and the statue
is full of meanThe Summer School was intended >songs and telling stories.
1students by R. Justin Ml'ler, a senior it covered with snow, the little ever- ingrather to meet the needs of all persons
And to the Inn.
student of that department, who spent greens in the foreground emphasizing
who wished to "spend part of the long
Bridal Veil Falls.
The second trip was declared by all Jseveral of his vacation days In Butte, Ithe Immensity of the great peak, ]
vacation in Intellectual acquisition,
The trip up the Yosemite Valley was
around the base of which clouds
to
have
been
one
of
the
most
pleasant
He’ena, Great Falls and Anaconda,
using the equipment, organization 1
A waterfall below Mount made partly by train and partly on
Such an Interest has been shown in played.
and faculty of the State University.” I events of the summer. Fifty of the
students and facirty were taken in the new school and so many inquiries Shasta was singularly noteworthy be- horseback. The lecturer's description
Course* of Wide Scope.
machines, very kindly donated by Mis- had been coming from all parts of the cause of the color effect. It leaped of the Bridal Veil falls was beautifully
The courses offered were of wide soula business men, up the Bitter Root state during the summer that it be- down white-hot over the brown boul- worded; he compared the spray to
scope, being Included In 17 depart valley. The party left Missoula ait 3 came necessary to send out a repre ders, a slender fountain darting up to pearls hidden in the meshes of a snowy
ments:
Bior'ogy, Chemistry, Econom o’clock in the afternoon, motored to sentatlve who was (personally ac- a great height in the middle of the veil. The falls were viewed from sevies, Education, English, Fine Arts, Stevensvllle and stopped at the Bitter quainted with the conditions. During field. The green of the banks shaded eral points; owing to the tortuous
History, Latin, Library, Science, Liter Root Inn for dinner. The return to his tour Mr. Mii er met many of the off into blue distance, mingling w ith , character of the chasm not all of the
ature,' Manual Training, Mathematics. Missoula was made In the evening correspondents and numbers of stu the yellow lava beds in the plain be- ! Immense cataract can be seen at once,
yond. Mount Shasta looming up in IProbably the most beautiful of the picModem Languages, Music, Physics without accident. The out-of-town dents of other Institutions.
According to Mr. Miller the enthusi the distance, orange and red and pur- tures were those showing the grea|
people were especial y enthusiastic
and Play Grounds.
|Half Dome. It was pictured covered
about the beauties-of the valley and all asm for the University was truly pie, merging into the sky.
Special Instructors.
with snow, or rising above masses of
Lak* Tahoe.
were equally pleased with the good oVerwhe'ming. The dally newspapers
clouds, or silhouetted against an evenThese courses were under the su time they had had.
were very anxious to secure material
W
e
paused
for
a
moment
at
Tahoe,
a
j
jng
sky.
The Indefinite hazy colors
pervision of splendid Instructors, twoon the outlook for the new year. The picturesque mountain settlement, be- j and the impression of misty dlstanca
Fiehing Trip.
thirds of them being members of the
high school principals were ready to fore going on to the famous lake. The |behind the mountains were very skillUniversity faculty and the remainder
The next p’an of the committee was co-operate with the University in the pictures of the lake were singularly fUuy brought out.
being from other institutions. Among an all-day fishing trip up the Rattle new crusade.
fine. It Is 6,240 feet above sealevel, a
...
......
,
,
’ . .
.
_
. ,
After the exhibition of several scenes
the special professors were, John S. |snake. Fewer of the summer school
A great partiality to the new school ,long ,level, sheet
, .
,
"
of water, surrounded>,
_
_
" , __. .
__
.
in San Francisco the lecture closed
.
:
,
...
.
McIntosh, Ph. D.t (Upper Iowa Uni-1 people took part in this enjoyable Jaunt is manifested by the state's prominent by
steep rocks with trees growing
, ,
.
.
,
» » ,
~
j with a single changing picture of San
verslty); Herbert G. Ohi'ds, Ph. D., but the 20 who were Included were un- 'awyers, who agree with Judge Clay- .bravely
out of stones. Snow-covered : „ __ ,
,
.
6 1 ,
.*
.
_ . i Francisco bay at moon rise. It was
. .
. . _.. .
(Columbia University);
William G. , usually fortunate.
They drove in a j berg when he demonstrates In his mountains forty miles distant seem t o :. . .
.
.
” ,
, ^
.
.
_ . , .
...
.
held several minutes
while clouds
Bateman, A. M., ' (Stanford Univer carryall as far as the wagon road ex- printed Interview that the Montana touch
its margin, a fact familiar to
.... . .
.
’
.
.
.
, ,
shifted slowly across the pictured sky,
sity); Stephen Ball (Portland Public tends In the Rattlesnake va ley and Law School Is best for Montana prac those who have traveled in mountain
..
,
.
,
;
,
f’
.
.
- I the colors deepening and paling alSchools); Nettle A. Sawyer, (Portland' walked from there to the falls, which titioners. The demand for trial law regions. W e .had. a view
of the lake >.
. .
...v
8
“ 8 «*•
,
,, . .
.
*i, j i ternately as the moon rose, and was
Public Schools); and Margery Bel', •are noted for their beauty. The fish yers is overwhelming and the on'y by
moonlight The trees outlined .
. ,
, ,
,
. ’ “
T:
..
, , .
.
obscured by darker clouds; there the
(Chicago Play Ground Association);' ermen all reported most satisfactory kind of a school that can successfully against. the
dark sky, becoming visible
. . .. .
‘
”
shaft of light on the water faded
and Miss Mildred Clark, Instructor in i results and those who were privileged Jproduce a trial lawyer is one such as In8 the growing yellow and orange of long
an(j t^e sea mejted jnto _ Di„|n wuh
music for the Missoula public schoo's. to eat some of the famous Rattlesnake Is afforded by our own state where the I the rising moon, the deepening tints I a mountajn skyline and the great Half
Good Work Dona.
trout broi’ed over the campfire, were practitioner is trained In actual prac- j o t STeen, blue, and yellow and then . j j ome v|8jbje in the darkness
The
Miss Sawyer was a primary edu-1 still better satisfied. Litt’e need be tlce as well as in theory.
the loiig shaft ° f light rlppllng on the
,ft,
merged again Into a long rlpcator of note. Her classes this sum said of the success of such an outing
Mr. Miller believes that the op p or-IIake were 80 realistic that we felt the |pling
— _sea,
_ 8 -------------------.
.
■
faintly Illumined under a
mer covered the work of the first, In adding to the general satisfaction t-inity for lawyers in Montana was stillness.
clouded sky.
second and third and fourth grades. felt with the summer school and its never so great. New communities are
Southern California we came to
She has written several text books for managem ent.
springing up In unheard of places; the mountains of mystery, the San
these grades, which during the sum-1
new industries are being enormously Bernardino. Here we saw much beau- HOBLITT HEADS
To the Reservation.
mcr were adopted by the state text 1
extended; litigation will necessarily tiful landscape gardening and sunken J
book commission, to be used as text
The last trip of the summer came the follow. To Helena alone, during the gardens, said to rival those of Italy,
LAW STUDENTS
books In the schools of Montana, j week before the school closed and was last year, eight lawyers fronri eastern France and Spain, orange groves, mag
Miss Sawyer left for Chicago two |one of the most interesting of the en co'leges have come to practice. Pre- nolia avenues, effective settings of gi- I
.,
..
,, . . .
,
, gantic palms and quaint Chinese umweeks before the end of the summer I tertainments offered by the commit sumabiy
more than that have been es- ?
.Z.
school to attend to their publlqation, tee. This was a trip to the Flathead tabllshed In Butte. Montana trained Dre,,a lree8’
A meeting of the law students waa
and her position was filled by Miss j Indian reservation during the week in lawyers will have the advantage beThe Old Missions.
j held on Thursday in the law library
Austin, Dean of Women iq the Uni which the Indians danced to celebrate cause they are trained to practice un- I Here we find the story of Califor- and officers for the coming year were
the Fourth of July. Nearly 76 were In
versity of Washington.
der the code system
nia for a hundred and twenty-five chosen. A. B. Hoblitt was elected
M188 Ruth B. Carpenter’s work in the party who made this trip. The
Above all, Mr. MVler emphasizes the years in the old missions, still occu- president; R. H. Wiedmar, vice preslthe play ground department was com dances began with a grand parade of fact that there is splendid animation pled by monks wearing the same habjt ] president; R. H. Wiedman! vice preslmendatory. Mips Carpenter came from the Indian women decked In their fes toward President Craighead. The peo- and observing the same ceremonies as urer< amJ’ p l . Dornblase'r sergeantChicago, where she had charge o f su tive array and mounted on ponies. The pie of the state are wll’ ing and ready those who built them in the seven- at-arms
pervised social p’ay In one of the large warriors who danced were summoned to co-operate with him in establishing teenth century. One of the most unique | A committee was appointed by the
parks of the city, and also of "Street to the "lodge” by the musicians, who the University of Montana as the fore- buildings of Riverside is built about i president to arrange for a law smoker
Play” in some of the poorer districts. sat about the tomtoms beating them most of western educational institu—Ian ancient cloister, every feature of j jq wblch the law faculty, law and pre—
She was engaged by the University constantly and singing for almost thir tlons.
Iwhich is still preserved, and full of jegaj students, as well as attorneys
to instruct classes in supervised play ty minutes before any of the bucks ap
---------------------------------j historic interest.
from active practice will be Invited.
A Quaint Custom.
and by the city to superintend the peared in their dance paint and feathFor classy printing, call at the Bu|The purpose of the smoker will be
Mlssou'a play grounds.
ers. By 3 o’clock In the afternoon the I reau of Printing,
From the valley we get a view of t0 better aCquajnt the faculty and stuThe children of this city registered dancing was In full swing, and it was
______________________
lofty mountains with a huge pile of 1dents and the members of the profesin large numbers and took a most en- 1then that the most exciting event of
rocks surmounted by a cross in the slon and t0 get the pre-legal men to
thuslastic interest in their play, par the day took place. The Indians i OFFER NEW WORK
foreground. We find that this cross ; feel that they are actually a part of
ticularly the folk dances and games, danced what is called the whke man s
i nt r?i n ^ T n . / M T v i 1^ been raised to the memory of Fa- |the ,aw 8choo]. various other comall of which were prettily given at the dance,” the squaws inviting white men
1N ELEC I RICITY ! the/ Junlpero Serra, apostle, legislator mlttee8 were appointed and the general
end of the season In a public exhibi- |to dance with them and the bucks in_____________
and. b,V"der’._a" ^ th^t. ^ feUy- ^ 8t? m outline of activities for the ensuing
j prevails among the Catholics of the lo- year was mapped out.
tion for the benefit of the parents and vitlng white women- At the conclu- I
sion
of
the
dance
the
Indians
presenti
An
imnnrtant
nrirfttinn
in
thn
m
nn,*
!
On the night before Easter
friends of the children.
An Important addition to the course . cality.
The general character of work done! ed their partners with various beautl- In Electrical Engineering this year will j Sunday ^ the bi:shop^ of JuOB Angeles
WHEN A WOMAN’S MARRIED.
meets
his
congregation at the Mission
by the students was of remarkably I ful “Lprcscnts,” in return for sums of be the study of electrical illumination
high standard, so that every student three or four do'lars from the white and photometry. This work is ren- Inn and all climb the hill to the shrine 1 “It will take me three hours to lay
who registered dec’ared at the end of people. To the majority of the sum - dered possible by the installation of a to celebrate mass In the dawn of I this carpet, John,” said Winifred. "A ll
the six weeks that he had been docid- [ raer school people this trip was a de- (Standard three meter Reichsanstalt Easter day.
right, Winnie, peg away," replied her
photometer, purchased last spring from
edly benefited and entertained by the Icldedly new adventure.
Beautiful Los Angeles.
husband, returning to his newspaper.
_.
Queen & Co. of Philadelphia, and now
course.
The streets and buildings of Los An- t Harper’s Weekly.
T « esns i s.
j cetVed marked attention from electrigeles were exhibited, the occasion be
Social Side Not Neglected.
Among the benefits of the summer cal engineers with results which are ing the great celebration In honor of
GENIU8.
A genuine spirit of good fellowship Ischool we must not fail to mention its j Installed in Science Hall.
the Elks. One of the prettiest floats ‘
and congenla'lty prevailed among stu- |
The subject of illumination has, represented a mission church attended
advantage to the townspeople in bring
Nearpoet— D
this poem lack merit,
dents and faculty alike, which, it la j
ing to Missoula some very entertain within the last five or six years, re- by monks.
then?
to be hoped, will continue to be one
Los Angeles is a city of beautiful I Editor— Not at all. It takes true
ing speakers. Dr. Craighead gave a abundantly in evidence. The modern
of the pleasing features of the Uni- |
wire
tungsten
has
practically
displaced
homes. Many of them are palaces sur- I
splendid talk to those connected with
verslty Summer School.
the old-fashioned incandescent lamp, rounded by courts and forests, but genius to rhyr s ‘‘Hortens©’’ with
the school and to the people of Mts"Magnolia” the .vay you’ ve done.—
On the opening night, when all reg- ,
and Missoula Is soon to have an ex
ven the humblest frame cottages are Harper’s Weekly
sou’a. Albert Buaifnell Hart of Har
istered students and new faculty
vard University, gave an exceptionally ample of what is being accomplished lovely with vines and flowers. The j
members were tendered a reception in .
in artificial street lighting when the parita an(] piaygn mds are part of a I
fine address on the political situation.
GET BUSY MERCHANT8.
the parlors of Craig haW, this feeling j
Every week during the summer the magnetic arcs, now being Installed on great system of city gardening.
was plainly manifest; but not so m uch!
Venice, modeled after the Italian
Department of Music, under Professor Higgins avenue, are put into service.
O
merchant,
in thine hour of e e e.
so as on the last day, when those In
Probably no more attractive subject city, and Long Beach were shown, and
management, gave concerts,
attendance spoke their enthusiastic IFischer's
for investigation and research may be in contrast with their gayety, the If on this paper you should c c c,
which were of the highest standard of
lr ij Take my advice and now get y y y,
approval of the six enjoyable weeks ]
found in the whole field of electrical solemn passage of the monks in their
excellence; they were well attended
engineering than that of light and il- cloister at Santa Barbara, which nioo |
; Go straight ahead and advert i l l .
and declared their intentions o f Joinand appreciated by the music lovers of j fuminaUon*
iy I You’ll find the stunt the best to u u u,
lug each other and continuing their i
woman may ever see. and men may
Missoula.
I
__
I And one neglect cannot ex-q q q.
enter only very seldom.
study in Missoula next summer.
The Biological Station, maintained
REFLECTION OF A BACHELOR.
Monterey was notable for the bea i- I A select business soon de-k k k,
Many Pleasures.
at Yellow Bay on Flathead lake, as a 1
■■■
t.ful bay, and the Arizona gardens o f' Don’t stick with these old-fashioned
The entertainment of the summer |part of the regular summer session.
Chips off the old block come off cactus.
J J Jschool students was provided for by i can not be too enthusiastically praised mostly in splinters.— New York Press.
— Cleveland Lcadfr.
The giant cacti which grow to a *

STRONG HOLD IN STALL

8
BBS

Young Men’s Fashion Shop
T /.

guaranteed,

[ m rschbaum Qothes.
a i^ w o o l

^~"i| F you want a ready-made suit,
|
listen! If you have any
^
^ young men friends in any
eastern city or college, write
and ask them what they know about
“Sam Peck” clothes. “ Sam Peck”
ready-made clothing is recognized
as the foremost young men’s college
clothing in America. Also A. B.
Kirschbaum & Co. “ Reggy,” “ Chap
pie,” “ Youngfellow” college clcfthes.
These are facts, not simply an ad
vertisement, but absolute facts. W e
welcome you and we appreciate your
calling.

cater to young men. That’s
i l l our hobby. Students, we
greet you, wishing you very
happy college days, and
when they are over we wish you suc
cess and prosperity in your worldly
undertakings. To make your college
days’ happiness complete, we wish
to state we have over 2,000 woolens
of every weave and color, the com
plete output o f the American W ool
en Mills, to make you the finest
made-to-measure clothing at prices
and for less than you have been
paying for ready-made clothing.
Have your suit made to your meas
urements and get that swagger, in
dividuality, character and lines of
style your figure requires.

FINE
M ADE-TO-M EASU RE
CLOTH IN G. ,
STETSON HATS AN D
SELECT FU RN ISH IN GS.

B a rn ey ’s S

B arn ey’s -tfsHop
2 2 2 North Higgins Anenue

Copyright, 191a. A . B . Kirschbaum Co.

2 2 2 North Higgins Avenue

[ will then not go into effect until 1913.
Mr. Folsom intends to take a course
| The rules as sent out by Professor
in medicine, having finished his pre
Rowe follow:
paration at the University.
” 1. No freshman entering the UnlLaRue Smith returned from Great
Iversity of Montana shall be bid or
Falls Monday to commence his second
i pledged by any of the fraternities in
year in law. He spent the summer
|the University of Montana until he
reporting for the Great Falls Daily
|or she shall have reached sophomore
Tribune.
Istanding, or shall' have earned twentyMiss SteKa Duncan, a graduate of
the University, has returned for a Professor Rowe Issues Official Edict four college credits in the University
|of Montana. Such bidding or pledging
post graduate course in education and
of Faculty— Likelihood That Pledg Ishall not take place until after 9 a. m.,
modern languages. Last year Miss
[ Monday, following the close of the sec
Duncan attended Northwestern, taking
ing May Be Done February 1.
ond- semester of each college year.
up graduate work in modern languages
“2. '■In case of special students; such
Miss Carrie Wharton, ’12,, returned
yesterday to her home in Butte after I On Tuesday of this week Professor students may be bid or pledged after
|haying pursued college work in the
visiting for several weeks with Miss
Helen McLeod and other friends in i Rowe, chairman of the students’ af IUniversity of Montana for one year,
fairs committee,, sent to each of the j but must have earned at least twelve
Missoula.
Miss Grace Rankin, ’12, will be in fraternities a copy of the rules con |college credits in the University of
charge of an equal suffrage booth that cerning, bidding and pledging of peo- IMontana.
is to be established at the state fair ; pie new to the University. These rules | “3? Students from other college enIwere adopted nearly a year ago by the j tering the University with advanced
in Helena.
Robert C. Line, ’10, who took an M. Ifaculty with the six fraternities con standing,' 'providing such students have
A. degree at Harvard last June, has senting and. co-operating.
j not less than twenty-four college credtaken up his duties as instructor in j v At the present time a petition is be- IIts, may be bid or pledged any time
economics in the Mount Holyoke Col i ing circulated among the fraternities Iafter three weeks after registration.
lege.
|and will soon be presented to the stu- I “4. The bidding or pledging o f high
Ident affairs committee asking that an j school pupils or bidding or pledging
WHAT THEY ALL SAY.
exception be made this year allowing Iof any kind during the summer vacathe -fraternities to pledge freshmen at j tion, unless said persons" are eligible
Wife—There are so very few really the end of the first semester. The under the above rules, shall be congood men in the world.
i general sentiment seems to be that ' sidered an infraction of these rules.
“5. No college student unless he or
Hub—Yes; you were mighty lucky 1 the petition if presented will be
to get one.—Enterprise.
i granted. The regular sophomore rule she be a member or pledge of some
j fraternity in the University shall be
Ipermitted to live in any fraternity
Ihouse or suite, unless by written conIsent of all the fraternities concerned.
“ 6. (Omitted.)
“ 7. Penalties for the infraction of
|any of these rules shall be imposed
Iby a committee consisting of the facj ulty committee on student affairs and
one representative from each fraterj nity, such penalties to be enforced by
the faculty.
“8. These rules shall go into effect
June 6, 1912.”
The foregoing is a true and correct
] copy of the rules relating to fraternities,
as adopted in regular faculty meeting
November 11, 1911.
(Signed)
J. D. ’ DUNLOP,
Secretary.

FRATS GIVEN LAW ON

Cam.

*This year Cornelia MacFarlane, •for the University of Michigan, where
Stella Duncan and Helen Metcalf, all he will complete his course In forformer students, have returned. Miss estry. He worked on the Kootenai
Me.tcalf tqpk some work at the Uni- national forest, with headquarters at
versity of ;Oregon,
j Libby, during the summer.
Florence Sleeman came down from
Donald Gault, formerly crack end on
Stevensville last Wednesday and spent Ithe Great Falls High School football
a .few days at the dorm. She expects j team, has registered to take the preto '-take a trip east during the year. ! legal course in law.
Frances Page was a Missoula visitor j Charles L. Eggleston, a former stulast week. She stopped off on her way dent, now artist for the Anaconda
to . Goucher College, Baltimore, Md. standard, has been in town the past
Miss Page will attend school there, so few days. '
she can be near her brothers, who are
Nina Gough, who graduated with the
attending the naval college at Anna- class of 1912, is now teaching at Popolis.
tomac. Miss Hazel Herman, ex-’14,
Carrie Wharton has been a visitor in ! is teaching at the same place.
Missoula since the 25th of August. J Milton Mason and Ernest W. Fredell,
She returned to her home in Butte. both of whom graduated from thp enSeptember 17 after touring Glacier Na- . gineering department last year, will
tional Park.
[ enter the employment of the WestingBert Peppard’s whereabouts has been house Electrlc Company at Pittsburgh
discovered. He appeared on the cam- earlv next month.
pus Friday long enough to give us an
Phoebe Finlev, ’’08. is now teaching
opportunity to see him fly to Para- ln the p orsyth High School,
dise, Mont., where he will do some | Lucile Marshall, ’ ll, has entered the
bridge building for the next four or university of Wisconsin to take a speflve months.
icial course in domestic science.
Ed Simpkins, Mel Dobson and Floyd I Azelia Savage, ’ 12, is teaching at
Halford, students at the Varsity last Ronan, Mont.
year, are now employed in other work.
j, r . Speer, for many years regisMr. Simpkins and Mr. Dobson are out trar at the University, has accepted a
on a survey and do not expect, to be position as academic secretary at the
back this semester. Mr. Halford is Leland Standford, Jr., University. In
working for the Milwaukee Railroad, conjunction with this work he is takThere is still some hope that Miss 1 jng a course in law.
Grace Saner will return to the Unio. D. Speer will not return to school
versity. At present she is working in this year to graduate with his class,
the Butte Public Library’.
He is gow superintendent of the Deer
Miss Hazel Lyman has a position. Lodge public schools,
with the purchasing department of the | Two other graduates who are InAnaconda Copper Mining Company at |structing the young of the land are
Butte and will not come back this Birdie Hunter, ’12, and Mamie Burke,
year.
|’10. Miss Hunter teaches in the CoRuth Stanton of Helena is here vis- Ilumbus High School and Miss Burke
iting her sister, Mrs. Walker.
in the Livingston High School.
Miss Aallce Mathewson and her, sisMrs. J. Eugene Folsom arrived
ter, Grace, will not register until the |Wednesday from Wallace, Idaho, and
first of October. Miss Mathewson is j will visit friends here for a few days.
Mr. Folsom will Join her then and they
in England at the present time.
John - Taylor, ’13, leaves Saturday will go to Washington, D. C., where I

THE MONOPOLIZER.

FUEL ANALYSIS LABORATORY.

I A newspaper in speaking of a de
ceased citizen said: “We knew him
as Old Ten Per Cent—the more he
had the less he spent—the more he got
1 the less he lent—he’s dead—we don’t
j know where he went; but if his soul
to heaven is sent—he’ll own the harp
land charge ’em rent.”—Butte Miner.

SOPHOMORES AID FRESHMAN CLASH SATURDAY
lower classmen that the upper class-1 again appears to be the only man
WRESTLING, RUNNING AND TUG- men have nothing whatever to do with among the sophomores who may be
the fray in view of the Intense par depended upon to win anything. The
OF-WAR TO DECIDE
tisanship which has been shown by freshmen have several huskies who are
SUPREMACY.
{some juniors and seniors. Ed Tec van, anxious to show what they possess
who coached the sophomore tug-of- !n the way of brawn and wrestling
war team to victory last year has been ability. The first two clasps will al
asked by the committee to officiate most certainly go to the freshmen.
as referee at all three of the contests. |With those two goes victory.
Teevan's reputation as an official is , Apparently the one strong bid of the
well known and it Is a certainty that sophomores will be the tug-of-war. In
no partiality will be Bhown. It is the this event they will have men who
are fighters from the ground up. This
All animosity and hostility between j wish of the committee that an abso fighting nature coupled with the ex
lutely
square deal be given both
the two lower classes of the University
perience acquired in the tug of last
Is to be brought to an end Saturday classes so that there will be no in- year may save them from being com
afternoon when by a series of regular Idecision as to who has the claim to pletely humbled by the first year men.
supremacy.
contests It Is to be decided which one
The tug will form a fitting climax
has the claim to supremacy.
Want Snappy Tug.
for the day’s contests. The pull ought
The affair will begin at 2 o'clock | For the tug-of-war the contestants to be short, snappy and exciting.
on the oval with a relay race. Four will be allowed to dig as many holes
This contest will end all class hos
freshmen are to be pitted against four as they choose providing, however, tilities for the year.
sophomores, each one to run a quar that these holes are barricaded in no
ter of the way around the oval. This way. This means that no boards may
will be followed by five wrestling be placed In the holes to make a
matches, one after the other. The soph firmer footing. The leaders of the two
omores are to be allowed to pick teams will pitch a coin for the choice
their five brawniest men. If the fresh of banks. Each team will be allowed
men can show up five who can pin one coach to be chosen from their
the shoulders of three of the second class who will be the only man al
year men to the ground they will be lowed within the ropes. Each team
declared the winners of the event.
will be allowed five feet of rope ex
tending beyond the anchor. This will
A Tufl-of-War.
(Continued from Page 1.)
These two events will be followed obviate all the giving and taking of
by a tug-of-war over the slough be rope which characterized the pull of when he accepted a position as In
low the Van Buren street bridge. For Ilast year. The pull ought to be short structor of mathematics, French and
this struggle each class Is to be al Iand snappy.
The lower class men will be com- German in the Welngart Institute in
lowed to choose twelve of their huski
est men regardless of weight. This I pelted to put up posts and ropes to j the catsklll mountains.
:
keep
the crowd back. They will also , Entering Columbia University, Mr.
struggle Is intended to show which
class can put the best bunch of men j be obliged to see about a rope for the Neff maintained his high standard of
scholarship. While there and for a
out for a conflict, therefore the old i tug.
while after he was head of the de
system of having an equal aggregate
Fight Will Be Good.
partment of mathematics In the Fiftyof weight has been abandoned.
Undoubtedly this contest will fur- seventh street branch of the V. M. C.
Two Out of Three Wine.
|nlsh more sport than any ever atThe class winning two of these j tempted at the University before.) A. evening school of New Vork city,
events will be proclaimed the con |Class spirit is very warm owing to an institution of about 2,000 students.
querors, but the three events will be several incidents occurring in the past Graduating from Columbia in 1902 with
pulled off even If one class wins the few days and both classes will put 'an LL.B. degree. Professor Neff prac
first two. The tug-of-war may be the forth every effort to win. The fight ticed three years in New York city
and then went to Colorado. After six
deciding contest.
will be bitter but open and man for years of successful practice in Colo
Committee Arranges.
man. That it will be exciting need not rado this gentleman is now induced to
This program of regulated contests j be said.
affiliate himself with the Montana Law
was arranged and will be supervised | The sophomores are worrying about School.
by Doctor Rowe, who represents the the relay race. The only man among
Mr, Neff comes to Montana with the
sophomores; Doctor Jesse, who repre- Ithem who has any speed at all Is highest recommendations from his col
sents the freshmen, and Lieutenant j "Punk” Owsley. The freshmen have leagues and from the supreme and dis
Phi loon of Fort Missoula, who repre "Jimmy” Brown, an interscholastio trict courts of Colorado, both as a
Molcholr, and several
sents Doctor Craighead. It was the j champion;
wish of Doctor Craighead and the others. In the wrestling match Owsley practitioner and a legal writer. He is
a deep thinker, a forceful speaker, and
at once a man thoroughly versed in the
technical law, and at the same time a
practical lawyer with a keen insight
Into the needs of his proteges. The
School of Law of the University of
Montana is indeed fortunate in se
curing the services of such a man.
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
R. Justin Miller, a senior law stu
dent will have charge of the practice
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
court this year.

CONTEST BEGINS »T 2

BRILLIANT MAN FOR
LAW SCHOOL FACULTY

The Missoulian

artistic work in printing. Student societies and
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
shop exactly what they require. The men who
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
understand the real art of printing. This is why
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
the care used in the selection of material. We
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
ected. We are sure that we can please you.

Missoulian Publishing Com pany
West Main Street, Missoula.

Dr. R. H. Nelson
Dentist
Room 406 Higgins Blk* Missoula, Mont. [
Phone 1009.

PALACE MARKET
Headquarters for the best of
Freeh and Smoked Meats,
Fish. Poultry and Oysters.
906 Higgins Avenue.
Bell Tel. 345
Ind. Tel. 797

Missoula Laundry Co.
W . CONWAY
Agent for University Students

OPTIMISM PREVAILS
AT FIRST ASSEMBLY

Finishing
Higgins Block

HEIMBACITS
Agents for

Stall & Dean Sporting
Goods

Missoula A rt Co.
Artistic Photographers
N E X T T O B R ID G E

M etropole
Our Specialty is
FINE HAIR CUTTING

and Company

G rocers

Cor. Basement at Nonpareil
140 North Higgins Ave.

A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

THE
FIRST NATIONAL
BANK

Next to Grand Theater, on Main
Street

Thompson & Marlenee

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
3400,000.00
A Savings Department in
Connection
F. S. L U S K ................. President
F. H. ELMORE . Vice-President
E. A. NEW LON............. Cashier
H. S. H O L T ......... Asst. Cashier

LU CY & S O N S
Furniture
and

Carpets

Vienna Cafe
For a Good Meal We
Excel
PRICES REASONABLE
Try our famous coffee. Open
day and night.
Phil Kenny, Prop.

Owen Kelly
KEY WEST AND DOMESTIC
CIGARS

Pool and Billiards
Pipes, Tobacco

and

Cigarettes

Agents for Johnson’s Sweet
Chocolates. "Meet me at Kelly’s.”

University Text Books
and Supplies of all Kinds
Drawing Instruments imported
direct from manufacturers.
Better Instruments for less
money.
Call and see goods and get prices

L ISTE R ’S
114 E. Main SL

Missoula, Mont,

MISSOULA TRUST &
SAVINGS BANK
C A P IT A L ................. $200,000.00
SU RPLU S................
50,000.00
Officers
J. M. Keith . . . . President
S. J. Coffee . . . . Vlce-Pres.
A. R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
R. C. Giddlngs, Asst. Cashier
Three per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits.

T h e H om e Plate

Pool Room
Key West and Domestic
Cigars, Pipes and To
bacco, Fine Candies

Geo. Miller
The Barber
wishes to thank the University
bunch for past favors, and In
vites the patronage of faculty
and students, old and new. The
same old stand, basement First
National Blank

(Continued from Page 1.)
from the University of Montana to
eastern colleges, by force of conscious
or unconscious suggestion. He proph
esies a rapid growth of the Varsity
when Montana principals and teachers
are in charge of Montana schools.
Miller Welcomes President.
Mr. Justin Miller, speaking in be
half of the students, assured President
Craighead of their loyalty and their
eagerness to fight for the advance
ment of the University.

MANY FRESHMEN TAKE

R. H. M cKAY
Picture Frames and Kodak

Henley, Eigeman

The

(Continued from Page 1.)
faculty members have been materially
increased in numbers. At a recent
meeting of the state board of educa
tion. Professor Richter, who as head
of the department gave such efficient
service, was made dean of the School
of Engineering. The efficient work of
Professors Biegler, Plew and Cunning
ham and Instructor Gross was also
recognized by advancement in their
several departments. About fifteen
new courses have recently been added
to the list of studies which can be
taken in the School of Engineering, so
that It now compares favorably with
the best schools of the country.
The Bureau of Printing, 137 E Main
street. Both phones. 645-

THE
WESTERN MONTANA
NATIONAL BANK
CAPITAL . . . . . . . $200,000.00
SURPLUS.............. ..
50,000.00
G. A. Wolf . . . President
J. H. T. Ryman . Cashier

The Butte
Cleaners
A good place to have
your Cleaning and Pressdone.

DU N STAN

Barber & Marshall

North Higgins Avenue

GOOD

PRINTER
STATIONER
PERIODICALS
ETC.
We tell Pictorial Review Pat
terns, the Best Ever.

J. A. CAVANDER
GENERAL ELECTRIC
SUPPLIES
Construction and Repairs, Fix
tures, Bells, Batteries, etc.
Phones: Ind. 1802; Beil 528-Black
318 Higgins Avenue.

THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South
Side

THE MINUTE LUNCH
W. E. Wheeler, Prop.
Open day and nighL The white
front
Tables for Ladles. Short Orders,
Dinners and Lunches.
509 N. Higgins Avenue.
Bell Phone. 211-Black

COLLEGE S? HIGH
SCHOOL WEEK
OUNG men, be in at the finishshow your mettle. College and
High School Week is an event pre
pared expressly for you—a chance
to inspect the smart fall models in
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These clothes are designed particularly for young
men. They have a personality and persist in wear
ing well. W e are specialists in the selling of high
grade men’s wear and we have made a special study
of the young man. W e know what you want, how you want it
made, what color you like best and what pattern you need
most. W hether your tastes are extreme or conservative, you’ll
find something to suit your fancy here. Suits $18.00 to $35.00
Oxford
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A C K I N A W c o a ts
will be worn a lot

■

this fall. W e show
t h e m in g r e y s ,
greens and reds, in
the plain or Norfolk styles. Just
the thing for skating or any
out-door sport where a longer
coat would be bunglesome.
Priced from $6.50 to $8.00
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T A T S o f all kinds await
B you in this store for

B

men. Velours and
“ S r a t c h u p s ” have
the call and the cloth
hat will continue to be popular,
The new fall derbys have the
low crown and graceful wide
brim. Half a hundred styles to
choose from. $1.00 and more.
JL

W E A TE R C O A TS with
the big roll collars are
»

a favorite with the
young fellows — and
girls as well—this season.
W e stock them in all
grades from $3.50 to $7.00, in
maroon, blue, tan and grey,
W e have a genuine Angora
coat that is certainly classy.

